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Abstract 

 

EXPERIENCING TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION IN THE COLLEGIATE CLASSROOM:  

FROM THE PERSPECTIVES OF ITINERANT ADJUNCT LANGUAGE INSTRUCTORS 

 

Emmanuel Garcia, PhD 

 

University of Texas at Arlington, 2015 

 

Supervising Professor: James Hardy 

 In the last 40 years, the adjunct instructor population has become the largest group 

in higher education. Despite their numbers, they continue to be largely ignored and, most 

importantly, untrained. Their itinerancy forces them to constantly adapt to different levels 

of classroom technology. Through the lens of social constructivism (Creswell, 2009), the 

purpose of this case study was to describe the experiences and adaptive methods that one 

foreign language adjunct faculty used to manage technology-related issues on its campus. 

The study focuses on exploring the variables of reality, knowledge, and learning in ten 

instructors who work through this challenge on a daily basis. The results revealed the 

specific challenges they must face and how they adapt. These include: use of time, access 

issues, PowerPoint software, YouTube, University-sponsored training, informal sharing of 

ideas, and self-reliance. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 During the last 40 years, adjunct instructors have become the largest 

workforce in higher education. Monks (2009) stated, “in 1975, only 30.2 percent of faculty 

were employed part time; by 2005 . . . part-time faculty represented approximately 48 

percent of all faculty members in the United States” (para. 1). Moreover, the American 

Federation of Teachers Higher Education Data Center (n. d.) shows 71 percent of university 

faculty in fall 2013 was adjuncts. Yet they continue to have little voice in any departmental 

decision-making (Garrett, 1991; Levy, 2009). They are very much an invisible group to the 

administration (Spofford, 1979) despite being the first contact with students in the 

classroom. These adjuncts lack commitment from higher education institutions and lack 

formal university training (de laVergne, 2012; Lei, 2007;), especially in classroom 

technology (Lei, 2007). 

According to Garrett (1991), teachers were not asked to participate in the selection 

of new technologies for use in their classroom. Literature on adjuncts has illustrated issues 

of bad pay (Spofford, 1979), feelings of inferiority (Sayer, 1999), second-class status 

(Strom-Gottfried & Dunlap, 2004), lack of training (de la Vergne, 2012), schedule hardships 

(Lei, 2007), and poor job satisfaction (Eagan, Jaeger, & Grantham, 2015). While there are 

studies that address technology integration into the K-16 classroom, the studies that 

research college environments lack the instructors’ input. Levy (2009) stated that this is 

especially true of faculty in the field of foreign language instruction. The teaching of foreign 

languages in higher education is primarily left to contingent faculty, like part-timers and 
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adjuncts. These instructors are “more often than not, part timers have . . . no control over 

curriculum or text selection . . . they are invisible” (Spofford, 1979, p. 14), yet they are the 

driving force in the collegiate classroom and it increases in numbers every year.  

 Teachers and college faculty depend on the effectiveness of administrators’ 

decision-making in regards to the selection of classroom technology used daily. They also 

have to learn to deal with their own barriers and capabilities (An & Reigeluth, 2012), and 

that of their students (Clark, 2009). College faculty and students must learn to manage 

institutional expectations of technology knowledge to be able to function with differing 

levels of success in this environment (Goode, 2010). According to Dawson (2007), “many 

educational technologists will look at the data . . . and mumble ‘of course,’ [however,] it 

gives credence to the importance of authentic experiences coupled with opportunities to 

systematically and intentionally study the experiences” (p. 9). 

Statement of the Problem 

Colleges have an unreasonable expectation that all students will enter college with a 

good level of technology proficiency. Unfortunately, Goode (2010) indicated few studies 

address the absence of technology proficiency in some students and its impact on their 

academic endeavors. Researchers may need to shift their focus from “equity in admissions 

to equity in academic outcomes” (Watson, 2004, p. 31). In addition, it is not only incoming 

students who are struggling to become and stay technologically apt. It is also many 

members of the faculty who face the challenge and the pressure to be technologically 

proficient with the resources at their disposal.  Jackson, Helms, Jackson, and Gum (2011) 

shared, “most students are ahead of their professor in computer literacy” (p. 294). Whether 
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it is lack of training or lack of desire to be trained in technology competence, faculty often 

feel inadequate in dealing with the expectations of their students and the institution. 

Since higher education has increasingly adopted multiple technology tools for the 

classroom to meet the needs of students, part-time instructors are forced to adjust their 

teaching style frequently. Most instructors are itinerant, part-time faculty who tend to 

move from one building to another, from classroom to classroom. They are expected to 

teach various subject levels with ease using available technology. Also, provisional 

engagement forces many of them to travel to multiple campuses as they hold multiple jobs, 

are excluded from departmental decision-making, and are seldom offered any training 

opportunities or orientation programs (Pompper, 2011). 

These instructors have valuable experience and knowledge that is often overlooked, 

discounted, or ignored that can be used to improve the department and the university. 

There is a lack of knowledge and literature in regards to their experiences with classroom 

technology and their adaptation processes. Most studies on adjunct instructors centers 

around poor compensation matters (Spofford, 1979) and it is an ongoing debate. However, 

the research does not provide insight into their experiences with classroom technology and 

their adaptation processes. There is no knowledge about how they are able to succeed 

despite little to no training. 

The theory of learning, social constructivism would provide insight into their 

experiences with classroom technology and their adaptation processes to the same. The 

theory’s three assumptions – reality, knowledge, and learning (Creswell, 2009) will provide 

an explanation of their everyday life in the classroom, how they use their knowledge, and 

how they learn to adapt. 
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Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of the study was to describe the experiences and adaptive methods 

that one foreign language adjunct faculty used to manage technology-related issues on its 

campus. A case study approach was used to create a snapshot of how this group of adjuncts 

managed issues of disparity, variability, and training associated with the burgeoning use of 

technology in today’s classrooms. Ultimately, the goal was to raise awareness of these 

issues through the lens of social constructivism and its three assumptions-- reality, 

knowledge, and learning-- and demonstrate the value of technology-training and including 

adjuncts in the discussion about implementing change to improve efficiency in the 

classroom. Collecting data from interviews, observations, and document collection 

provided a deep understanding of their daily challenges with classroom technology. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions guided the study: 

1. What are the experiences of itinerant adjunct language instructors regarding 

technology integration as they move from one smart classroom to another and 

one building to another? 

2. How do these adjunct language instructors adapt to varied technology access? 

3. To what extent does social constructivism inform our understanding of the data? 

Theory of Learning 

 The main goal of this study was to gain insight into the professional lives of itinerant, 

adjunct foreign language instructors as they “construct knowledge through interpreting 

their own experiences” (Rice & Wilson, 1999, p. 28). The theoretical framework used for 

the study was social constructivism. According to Creswell (2009), social constructivism 
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holds that individuals seek understanding of the world in which they live and work, and 

develop subjective, multiple realities or meanings of their experiences through social 

interaction and cultural norms. The constructivist researcher relies on participants’ views 

of their everyday life. Using this framework, instructors may reflect on the “meaningful 

processes and consequences of [teaching and] learning with new technologies that foster 

social interaction” (Levin & Wadmany, 2006, p. 304). As instructors grow professionally, 

each personality “evolves over time based on new experiences and negotiating meaning 

from these experiences” (Goode, 2010, p. 591). With this constant evolution, it was 

important to document instructors’ perceptions of their own experiences with technology 

in the classroom, and their perceptions of their students’ processes with technology for 

academic purposes. 

The Researcher 

 It was the responsibility of the researcher to anticipate ethical issues at every stage 

of the study. Some steps to consider were when identifying the research problem and the 

purpose, the wording of the interview questions, and the data collection process. 

Additionally, the interpretation of the data needed to be considered along the writing 

process itself (Creswell, 2009). Other aspects that required ethical considerations were the 

researcher’s bias as well as his/her role in the study (Creswell, 2009). It is important to 

introduce myself, the researcher, and explain my particular interest in the matter. 

 I am now an Academic Advisor at the same university; however, I was an itinerant, 

adjunct language instructor at the time of the study and had been so for eight years in the 

Department of Foreign Languages (also a pseudonym). I had been teaching Spanish at the 

collegiate level in various colleges since my graduate teaching assistant days at another 
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university in the region since 2003, and started to become aware of the challenges of 

adjunct instructors early on. 

 When I first started my doctoral studies, I wanted to study collegiate athletes and 

their desire to stay in school or turn pro, but my interests changed after working as an 

adjunct instructor. I soon began reading extensively about this population’s challenges. It 

was not too long before I discovered a lack of research on this topic. When I read articles, I 

also read the reactions to the same and discovered a certain level of discomfort in the 

discussions. I personally lived that discomfort in the department. The social separation 

between full-time terminal degreed faculty and adjuncts was palpable. Also, in my personal 

experience, it was not until I brought up that I was a doctoral candidate that one of the 

assistant professors opened up to me and inquired about my topic, and we became more 

acquainted.  

As I continued to read peer-reviewed articles on adjunct instructors, I continued to 

relate to the trials and tribulations of adjunct instructors. It became evident that 

universities do little to provide this faculty population much of a voice. Personally, I never 

felt I was provided any opportunity to voice my opinion on anything important; yet I was 

confident I had insight that could help the department on curricular issues. Some of my 

colleagues and I helped each other to face the inherent challenges this group experiences. 

On the other hand, I noticed there were some instructors who were more willing to help 

than others. That brought me to the question: how do language adjuncts become better 

instructors when they are offered little if any training? Adjunct faculty members must 

adapt, especially when having to face different levels of technology in their assigned 
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classroom. How do they deal with their various teaching styles, given the technology 

available and the diversity of the students’ learning styles?  

According to Creswell (2009), not knowing your individual biases can be dangerous 

to the credibility of a qualitative study. During the course of this study, I have attempted to 

maintain a stance of empathic neutrality. Neutrality means, “the investigator does not set 

out to prove a particular perspective or manipulate the data to arrive at predisposed truths” 

(Patton, 1990, p. 55). Empathy “involves being able to take and understand the stance, 

position, feelings, experiences, and worldview of others” (p. 56). Looking deeper into the 

seemingly contradictory terms, neutrality reveals a position toward interpreting findings, 

while empathy reveals a position toward the participants in the study. 

In my attempt to truly capture the experiences of the itinerant, adjunct foreign 

language instructors and their adaptation to various levels of technology, I found a theory 

that could incorporate the abilities of this type of instructor, the barriers faced, and how 

they may be overcome. Social constructivism and its three assumptions: reality, knowledge, 

and learning (Thomas, Menon, Boruff, Rodriguez, & Ahmed, 2014) help provide the insight 

into the daily, itinerant, professional lives of this understudied population. I hope to shed 

some light on the matter and provide adjunct instructors with a voice, and trigger 

additional research attention. 

Definition of Terms 

 Adjunct Instructor: A person hired part time at the collegiate level to fill an 

immediate departmental need. This type of faculty makes up the largest group in the nation 

in the context of higher education. 
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Digital Immigrants: Those individuals who speak an outdated language (Prensky, 

2001). They grew up in the absence of technology, but embraced it later for personal 

and/or professional reasons. 

 Digital Natives: Those who are speakers of the language of technology; computers, 

video games, and the Internet come second nature to them (Prensky (2001). They are also 

known as millenials. They grew up with digital technology being commonplace. 

 Itinerant: A person who travels from place to place. In the context of this study, 

itinerant foreign language instructors taught in multiple classrooms and changed 

classroom every hour on a daily basis. 

Methodology 

 The study involved the identification of itinerant language adjunct instructors who 

taught during the semester in which the study took place.  I sought their participation in 

the study and gathered the pertinent data from them and other sources.  

Case Study 

 The qualitative research approach was chosen to conduct my study. According to 

Denzin and Lincoln (1994), qualitative research “is multimethod in its focus, involving an 

interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter [and it attempts] to make sense of, 

or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (p. 2). The 

objective was to gather in-depth and rich information from a group of similar adjunct 

instructors. A case study is an in-depth exploration of “an activity, event, process, 

individuals . . . based on extensive data collection” (Creswell, 2005, p. 439). A single four-

year university in the Southern United States was chosen to be the site of this study.  
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Sample and Recruitment Procedures 

 The procedures for sampling and recruiting the best participants were crucial to the 

success of this study. It was necessary to choose instructors that would serve the purpose 

of the study and provide depth in their information. 

 Sampling Logic. The chosen academic department and college were the Department 

of Foreign Languages at Southwest University (pseudonyms assigned for confidentiality 

purposes). It was a matter of interest and convenience to the researcher. Of the 

department’s 40 adjunct language instructors, I aimed to recruit 10 instructors to for 

participation in the study. They were chosen via purposeful and convenient sampling 

techniques, which are defined as follows: 

1. Purposeful sampling – “the goal is to select cases that are likely to be “information-rich” 

with respect to the purposes of the study” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 178). 

2. Convenience sampling – “the researcher selects a sample that suits the purposes of the 

study and that is convenient? (p. 175). 

 Recruitment. I assembled a possible list of instructors and contacted each privately 

to explain my study and gauge their interest in volunteering as participants. Based upon 

the recommendations of Creswell (2005) and Gall et al. (2007), I included ten participants 

to also protect the study from possible attrition and to reach saturation of information. 

Once the schedule of classes was released and language classes met minimum enrollment 

requirements per university rules and regulations, I met with each instructor who fit the 

aforementioned criteria to invite them to volunteer in the study.  
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Data Collection 

 Data collection involved interviews, observations, and document collection. This 

helped “enhance validity of case study findings through a process called triangulation” (Gall, 

Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 460) since multiple methods of collection were conducted. 

Interviews. Gall et al (2007) shared, “the major advantage of interviews is their 

adaptability . . . [and researchers] can follow up a respondent’s answers to obtain more 

information” (p. 228) via probes and member checking. The one-on-one semi-structured 

interview method best suited the study because it is “ideal for interviewing participants 

who . . . can share ideas comfortably” (p. 214). Each participant was interviewed once for 

no longer than 45 minutes, using an interview guide with open-ended questions. The guide 

“is a list of questions . . . that are to be explored in the course of an interview” (Patton, 1987, 

p. 111). The guide controlled the speed and direction of the interview without depriving 

the participants from sharing rich details. There was no pilot study or review of the 

questions by a panel; however, probes helped strengthen the guide to increase the 

likelihood of obtaining relevant information for this study. All interviews were recorded 

with two devices, an iPhone and an iPad, to protect from possible malfunction issues.  

Observation. Creswell (2005) labels observation as “the process of gathering open-

ended, first-hand information by observing people and places at a research site” (p. 211). 

Following Gall et al. (2007), naturalistic observation was used during this study. 

Naturalistic observation relates to “subtle observation in natural, real-life setting . . . 

preferably without direct input from the individuals in the setting” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, 

p. 263). Moreover, Gall et al. (2007) believe that “such observation provides more accurate 

data than that obtained from research participants, which often are biased . . . to give a 
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socially desirable response.” I conducted one in-class observation for each of the ten 

instructors.  

Documents. Collecting course-based documents also contributed to the case study. 

Creswell (2005) describes, “documents [as consisting] of public and private records that 

qualitative researchers obtain about a site or participants in a study” (p. 219). Patton 

(1987) reports that in the world of education, “all programs leave a trail of paper that [the 

researcher] can follow and use to increase knowledge and understanding about the 

program” (p. 89). I collected course syllabi, calendars, demographic information, and 

records of all interviews and observations to obtain data. In addition, I photographed 

technology available in various classrooms to provide a visual of resources that were at the 

disposal of all instructors. 

All ten participants signed a consent form and took part in all facets of the study. 

Participants were assured their identities would remain confidential and that pseudonyms 

would be assigned to each of them. Data collection occurred during the summer and fall 

semesters of 2014. 

Data Analysis 

 According to Creswell (2005), “transcription is the process of converting audiotape 

recordings or field notes into text data” (p. 233). Immediate transcription is critical “to the 

rigor and validity of qualitative methods. This is a time for guaranteeing the quality of the 

data” (Patton, 1987, p. 139). I transcribed each recording using Microsoft Word 

immediately after each interview. Such action aided in the trustworthiness of the data 

obtained. Once interviews were transcribed, the content, the field notes, and other 

documents obtained were analyzed via a theme-coding process using colors (Creswell, 
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2005). This coding process involved “coding of the document’s messages into categories. 

Each category should represent a discrete variable that is relevant to your research 

objective” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 289); and this “sometimes involves pulling together 

all the data that address a particular evaluation question” (Patton, 1987, p. 149). I used 

colors to categorize themes as, “traditionally, analyzing text data involves using color-

coding to mark parts of the text or cutting and pasting sentences onto cards”(Creswell, 

2005, p. 234). After analysis of data through the lens of social constructivism, I revealed the 

results of the study. 

Significance of the Study  

 The findings from this study provided valuable in-depth data on foreign language 

instructors’ experiences with classroom technology and their adaptation processes. It will 

help educational institutions, administrators, faculty, and staff to gain a better 

understanding of this population. Departmental budgets vary from one university to the 

next. While higher education administrations “must devote resources to technology and 

recognize the changing role of the faculty” (Spinelli, 2001, p. 43), it is difficult for 

researchers “to provide universally applicable recommendations to improve access to 

technology” (Watson, 2004, p. 35) and training. According to Williams June (2014), higher 

education institutions do not do enough to support instructors. They are often expected to 

face barriers on their own as much as incoming freshman students are wrongly assumed to 

enter college automatically knowledgeable of the university’s technology resources (Goode, 

2010). 

Instructors lack a major voice in the selection of new technologies (Garrett, 1991; 

Levy, 2009). In addition to being forced to use varied technology in the classroom, 
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instructors must deal with the different technology capabilities of their students. At times, 

adjunct instructors have minimal access to technology, while other times they have more 

technology than they know what to do with. The itinerant nature of their profession and 

their adaptation and re-adaptation to differing technology resources in each classroom 

needs attention and is worth documenting, including how they deal with their students’ 

technology capabilities. Their shared experiences should be gathered, studied and shared, 

as they are virtually absent from the literature. 

This was an exploratory study that provided these instructors with the rare 

opportunity to share their experiences with the adaptation process they encounter on a 

daily basis. Higher education administrators and faculty can learn from the results of this 

study and perhaps replicate it in a variety of contexts. This can help review institutional 

effectiveness and efficiency, revise, and potentially make improvements to the quality of 

the classroom and teaching styles of all levels of faculty. K-12 administrators and part-time 

language teachers may also learn from this study, as similar challenges may be present at 

that level. This study also has the potential to add to the body of literature in other fields. 

Levy (2009) shared, “there appears to be little appreciation of the differing subject needs 

across disciplines” (p. 778). A blueprint may be provided by this research project as a 

starting point. 

Research  

 This qualitative study was intended to enhance the body of knowledge regarding 

adjunct instructors and their daily challenges. It provided pertinent information about their 

experiences and their adaptation process to various classroom technologies. The results 

should be of interest to adjunct instructors, administrators, and staff. This exploratory 
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study will provide thinking material to improve the circumstances of the largest teaching 

population in higher education. The inspiration to pursue this study began from a desire to 

learn about adjunct instructors and their daily trials. As an adjunct instructor myself at the 

time, I noticed this group does not get the consideration it deserves to provide input to 

improve the college experience the curriculum. I wanted to provide them with an occasion 

to reach out to other adjunct instructors and any administrators willing to listen. The study 

also helped fill a necessity for more information, as there is a lack of literature representing 

adjunct instructors. 

Theory 

 Full comprehension of social constructivism is important as it focuses on an 

individual’s perspective. Every adjunct instructor’s experience was unique based on 

his/her reality, knowledge, and learning methods. Some commonalities in perspectives and 

experiences were found, and these can assist administrators implement ideas to improve 

an academic department’s policies and procedures, as well as curriculum. The different 

perspectives will also help other adjunct instructors by borrowing some of the methods 

used by the participants.  

Practice 

 The case study provides richness in day-to-day experiences of itinerant, adjunct 

language instructors and their adaptation process to various classroom technologies. The 

qualitative discoveries emphasized how critical their use of class time, the technology 

resources available, and their lack of training of the same are to be successful in and out of 

the classroom. Awareness and comprehension of their daily challenges and needs may 

facilitate improving the relationship between adjunct instructors and higher education 
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administration. Adjunct instructors may improve their teaching, as they feel included in 

some of the decision-making, especially in the areas of curriculum change and faculty 

training. Such satisfaction in their jobs might produce positive results in student 

performance. 

 This research study increases the body of knowledge about the daily experiences of 

these instructors. The findings offer great insight into instructors’ adaptation process when 

dealing with different levels of classroom technology as they travel to various rooms and 

buildings. These data should prove beneficial as other adjunct instructors, K-16 

administrators, substitute teachers, and support staffs attempt to learn more about this 

population and implement change.  

Summary 

 There is an evident need to collect the experiences of a growing, practiced, itinerant 

adjunct instructor population who face issues involved with constant adaptation to 

technology integration in the classroom. This qualitative study, with help from the social 

constructivism theory, provided an in-depth look into the challenges adjunct instructors 

face traveling from one classroom or building to another. This project hopes to fill a gap in 

the literature of technology integration in education. The information gathered aims to help 

graduate teaching assistants, part-time instructors, supervisors, and administrators in 

higher education, as well as some educators in K-12, who inquire about the phenomenon of 

daily adaptation to technology, its challenges in the world of foreign language education, 

and how to deal with it. 
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Reporting 

 Chapter 1 serves as an introduction, presentation of the design of the study, and a 

synopsis of this exploratory research project. Chapter 2 contains a comprehensive 

literature review, which includes ample sections of K-12 and college issues with technology 

integration. The latter part of the literature presents comprehensive information on the 

adjunct instructor population in and out of the classroom, as well as a brief presentation of 

the foreign language student. Chapter 3 features the methods utilized to realize the study, 

sampling procedures, and the specific steps taken for accurate data collection and analysis. 

Chapter 4 presents the results of the study and offers analysis of the data obtained via the 

social constructivism theory. Chapter 5 gives a summary of the study, conclusions, and 

implications for future research and practice. My reflections are also included in this final 

chapter. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter provides a discussion of the research of K-12 issues with technology 

integration, an exploration of barriers to integration, as well as issues with integration in 

higher education. The conversation focuses on foreign language teaching, the student, and 

the adjunct instructor, including a review of mutual impact. 

Growth of Technology Use in the Classroom 

Each generation of young learners acquires new information from their 

environment. Their elders typically choose the delivery method depending on how they 

learned. However, it is critical for the teachers of each generation to know to impart the 

lessons “since students learn in different ways, . . . We must provide multiple learning 

activities from which the learner can choose” (George-Palilonis & Frank, 2009, p. 248). In 

2015, technology is commonplace in society from desktop and laptop computers to tablets 

and smart phones. According to Hicks (2011), “the prevalence of technology in everyday 

life has shifted students toward a more visual learning style” (p. 189). Therefore, students 

“may not respond as well to traditional teaching methods that focus mainly on lecture and 

textbook reading” (p. 189). There may be a discord between today’s learners and their 

teachers. 

With technology being such a big part of a millennial’s life, teachers find themselves 

having to keep up or risk being left behind. Technology developers have “dramatically 

changed the conditions for learning and . . . these societal transformations demand new 

competencies and literacies” (Ryberg & Dirckinck-Holmfeld, 2008, p. 144). Students are 
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even “used to communicating and collaborating in global virtual communities” (p. 146). 

Such conflict is a serious matter. According to Prensky (2001), “the single biggest problem 

facing education . . . is that our digital immigrant instructors, who speak an outdated 

language (that of the pre-digital age, are struggling to teach a population that speaks an 

entirely new language” (p. 2).  Digital natives are speakers of the language of technology; 

computers, video games, and the Internet come second nature to them (Prensky, 2001). Gu, 

Zhu, and Guo (2013) share the “digital environment . . . has shaped how they think, behave, 

and act” (p. 392). Teachers must make sure to stay current to serve students’ needs; 

however, they face barriers that keep them from being effective in the classroom. 

 One crucial obstacle rarely mentioned is the lack of voice that teachers have in 

deciding what technologies are selected (Garrett, 1991). The problem remains with little to 

no progress (Levy, 2009). Teachers are not given the opportunity “to select and to match 

tool to task [by knowing] the difference between technologies in relation to their optimal 

use” (p. 777). Choosing between computer-assisted learning software programs could help 

teachers take more ownership of the classroom which, in turn, may aid in the 

normalization of the technology in the same (Levy, 2009). Normalization occurs when the 

new toy becomes a daily tool. 

 Adding to those expectations, numerous teachers find themselves needing to adjust 

to a student body’s socioeconomic circumstance because “digital inequalities” (Clark, 2009, 

p. 389) exist in their particular environment. Not all students have the same access to 

technology at home or at school. Teachers must consider family budgets as well as school 

budgets. Ryberg and Dirckinck-Homfeld (2008) stated, “we should be careful assuming we 

are dealing with a ‘uniform generation’ or homogenous cohort of highly [computer]-literate 
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young people” (p. 153). A study by Clark (2009) found that children from low-income 

families used little technology compared to children from higher-income families; also, 

low-income families tended to share outdated devices.  This consideration affects all levels 

of education, as technology becomes less a desire and more of a necessity for this and 

future generations. 

K-12 Issues with Technology Integration 

 The student diversity in a classroom, ideally, determines what teaching methods are 

to be practiced. Geer and Sweeney (2012) said teachers should serve the “learning 

abilities . . . cultural backgrounds . . . learning preferences and . . . general interests”  

(p. 295) of digital natives. Today’s students are far more visual than elder generations, and 

substantially tech savvy as they “use technologies as a natural tool in their every day life” 

(Geer et al., 2012, p. 294). In an ideal world, teachers should be learner-centered educators 

who perform more as a facilitator or coaches so students complete hands-on projects (An & 

Reigeluth, 2012; Kemker, Barron, & Harmes, 2007). Unfortunately, in current educational 

practice, “the most common classroom activities were direct instruction” (Lowther, Inan, 

Strahl, & Ross, 2008, p. 197), also known as the traditional lecture method. 

Barriers to Teacher-Technology Integration 

 Central to the issue of technology integration is the resistance of teachers caused by 

lack of access or lack of training. While some teachers resist the change to their teaching 

approach, students resist the traditional method. According to Lowther et al. (2008), 

technology integration in K-12 has been a topic of conversation in academia in the last 30 

years. Hicks (2011) said teachers’ roles now require specific technology proficiency and is 

part of the job description. Nevertheless, educators face two barriers that may prevent 
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them from assimilating into the unstoppable surge of technology integration. According to 

Ertmer (1999), a first-order barrier is extrinsic to teachers and can come in the shape of 

lack of funding and training; while a second-order barrier is intrinsic to teachers as it may 

be more psychological, and can be directly affected by the first-order barrier.  

Some of the most common first-order barriers mentioned in the literature are lack 

of access to computers, weak school support structure, lack of training, lack of time, and 

unreliable technology.  The most common second-order barriers mentioned are teacher 

belief systems, attitudes, confidence, and self-efficacy. (Ertmer, 2005; Inan & Lowther, 

2010; Lowther, Inan, Strahl, & Ross, 2008; Pitler, Lippinscott, & Grunswald, 2011; Shapley, 

Sheehan, Maloney, & Caranikas-Walker, 2010; Wright & Wilson, 2011). Inan and Lowther 

(2010) also mentioned teacher’s age as a factor. The older the teacher, the less inclined that 

teacher is to adapting to technology in the classroom. 

 Often, even when the technology is there for educators to utilize in their lesson 

plans, the training is not offered to them. A study by Pitler, Lippinscott, and Grunwald 

(2011) showed, “teachers report . . . that they are too often left to implement tools for 

which they’ve had woefully inadequate training and support” (p. 45). Educators are left 

without meaningful administrative support and have to look for development through 

other means. Fellow educators may fill such a void. One resource that is frequently 

unnoticed is the librarian. Lamb and Johnson (2011) pointed out, “the teacher librarian 

plays an important role in connecting educators to quality materials for professional 

development” (p. 60). However, An and Reigeluth (2012) identified lack of technology as a 

major barrier that keeps teachers from using it more with their courses. Moreover, a study 

by Norris, Sullivan, Poirot, and Solloway (2003) found “teachers’ use of technology for 
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curricular purposes is almost exclusively a function of their access to that technology” (p. 

25).  There are different ways to have little to no access to technology in order to achieve 

integration success in the classroom. 

More Impact: First-Order or Second-Order Barrier? 

Both first-order and second-order barriers affect teachers’ capacity in regards to 

technology integration; however, there is debate concerning which barrier affects teachers 

more, and if there is a relationship between the two. An and Reigeluth (2012) suggested 

teachers appear to face more first-order barriers than second-order when creating 

technology-enhanced classrooms. This hurdle presents itself in the form of limited access 

to technology or lack of the same. School districts make financial decisions that cause some 

schools to have more access to technology than others. This may include “access to . . . 

library resources, and instruction” (Overall, 2010, p. 252) for teachers as well as students. 

Such disparity in scholastic resources is known as the digital divide. It can affect “access to 

telephones, personal computers . . . and Internet across certain demographic groups” 

(Kemker, Barron, & Harmes, 2007, p. 306). Also, socioeconomic status (SES) plays a part in 

the divide. 

The surrounding community’s SES tends to determine the amount of technological 

resources distributed to the local schools (Clark, 2009). At that point, the digital divide is 

being formed between neighborhoods with various levels of SES. Furthermore, schools 

with large populations of minority students tend to be most affected (Overall, 2010; 

Simonsson, 2004). The teachers working in those schools do not favor the use of 

technology. The study by Overall (2010) revealed that insufficient technology, time, 

maintenance, and training drove students and teachers away from utilizing the resource 
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even when they have it at their disposal. Additionally, the study revealed Latino students as 

the most impacted by the divide. However, some studies do indicate the digital divide is 

decreasing over time and the ratio of students to computers with web access is shrinking 

(Kemker, Barron, & Harmes, 2007). Technology is becoming commonplace in a classroom, 

forcing teachers to make it a part of their lesson plan. 

The results of a study by Lamb et al. (2008) encouraged the researching teachers to 

present the information to the school’s administrators to educate them on the role of the 

library as a nucleus for technology training. Unfortunately, Lynch (1998) shared that the 

challenge is noteworthy for librarians who are culturally and ethnically different from the 

people they serve. Other factors working against the teachers and technology integration 

into the classroom are funding and bridging “the gap between how students live their lives 

and how they are expected to learn in schools” (Geer & Sweeney, 2012, p. 295). 

Furthermore, according to Anthony (2012), the partial usage of technology by teachers has 

discouraged the continued economic investment that some schools and school districts 

were inserting into classrooms. 

Access Does Not Equal Good Use 

 The digital divide used to consist of the haves and the have-nots. However, because 

more money is being budgeted toward instructional technology, there are an increasing 

number of personal computers in every classroom. The problem now is that “simply 

providing access to computers and the Internet does not guarantee that students will use 

the computers for meaningful tasks” (Kemker, Barron, & Harmes, 2007, p. 306). Also, 

“increased availability of technology in the schools does not necessarily lead to 

improvement in classroom teaching practices” (Inan & Lowther, 2010, p. 137). Bakia, Yang, 
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and Mitchell (2008) shared that students continue to use computers for only a small 

portion of each school day and week. In an effort to alleviate the situation, Simmonson 

(2004) stated there are “state mandated technology requirements that demand that 

teachers have developed knowledge and skills to master technologies” (p. 257). Perhaps, 

the most positive indication of impactful technology use in the classroom comes from 

bilingual teachers who believe it will help them demonstrate cultural information and 

concepts (Simonsson, 2004). 

 Researchers have indicated that teachers with higher degrees of technology 

knowledge tend to use computers more in the classroom; and students respond well to the 

hands-on learning opportunities presented to them (Hedberg, 2011; Kemker, Barron, & 

Harmes, 2007; Oliver, & Corn, 2008; Ritzhaupt, Dawson, & Cavanaugh, 2012; Simonsson, 

2004). Ritzhaupt et al. (2012) also stated that those teachers who have relatively more 

experience with technology tend to use it more in the classroom. 

 Several efforts to integrate technology into the K-12 classroom notwithstanding, 

Cuban (2001) professed that computing technology has had no significant impact on 

student achievement over the past 25 years. Today, teachers’ ideologies about their own 

teaching practices do not always match their classroom practice in regards to technology 

use. Lim and Chan (2007) have documented inconsistencies between teachers’ beliefs and 

practices. Additionally, Becker (2010) pointed out they tend to be more constructivist by 

ideology than practice. Such dissonance, paired with limited access, limited curricular use, 

and other factors may affect the levels of student success. 

 In an increasingly digital world, the lack of technology training with which students 

graduate from high school is hurting them in their transition to the next stage of their lives. 
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A study by Casner-Lotto and Barrington  (2006) found that high school graduates enter the 

workforce lacking in 21st century knowledge and skills. College-bound youth also 

encounter problems due to to such deficiencies in the K-12 system, which in turn affects 

their chance at success in higher education (Goode, 2010).  

Higher Education Issues with Technology Integration 

 While school districts have their own issues with curriculum, access, socioeconomic 

status, teacher training, and technology use, colleges are not exempt from some of the same 

issues, but also experience their own troubles and hurdles. At the higher education level, 

technology proficiency is “a necessary prerequisite” (Goode, 2010, p. 585). Goode also 

found that “students [that] are entering college without a strong technology identity may 

find themselves in communities of practice in which computing is a central component”  

(p. 591) and be at an academic disadvantage.  

The digital divide is also present at the collegiate level. Watson (2004) shared, “a 

great deal of disparity can be attributed to socioeconomic status” (p. 33) of students, as 

well as the increase in access to college for minorities. According to Goode (2010), “poor 

students are less likely to use electronic mail and go online compared to their more affluent 

peers” (p. 584). Watson (2004) adds, “America has never provided equal access to 

technology for all individuals,” and with college admission being more attainable than ever 

before, some students might be stepping into a situation in which they are not able to 

succeed in an increasingly “electronic infrastructure” (Goode, 2010, p. 588) due to lack of 

exposure to technology at the preparatory level. 

Colleges have an unreasonable expectation that all students will enter college with a 

good level of technology proficiency. Unfortunately, Goode (2010) indicated few studies 
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address the absence of technology proficiency in some students and its impact on their 

academic endeavors. Researchers may need to shift their focus from “equity in admissions 

to equity in academic outcomes” (Watson, 2004, p. 31). In addition, it is not only incoming 

students who are struggling to become and stay technologically apt. It is also many 

members of the faculty who face the challenge and the pressure to be technologically 

proficient with the resources at their disposal.  Jackson, Helms, Jackson, and Gum (2011) 

shared, “most students are ahead of their professor in computer literacy” (p. 294). Whether 

it is lack of training or lack of desire to be trained in technology competence, faculty often 

feel inadequate in dealing with the expectations of their students and the institution. 

Traditional vs. Technology-Assisted: A battle 

 The inadequacy some faculty feel is due to the continuing struggle between the 

traditional, lecturing method and the technology-assisted method of teaching. Some 

research shows the lecturing method is antiquated and inefficient. Enriquez (2010) said, 

“studies have long shown that the traditional instructor-centered lecture format is an 

ineffective learning environment” (p. 77), while the technology-assisted method is seen as 

more appealing. However, faculty who defend the traditional method say, “class was 

livelier and engaged . . . with more questions” (Spinelli, 2001, p. 42). Also, they claim 

technology-assisted courses might create an environment of detachment as students 

become engulfed in it. Other faculty test multimedia tools to create blended curricula to 

incorporate the Internet and the traditional classroom with some levels of success (George-

Palilonis and Flank, 2009). A study by Jackson, Helms, and Ahmadi (2011) showed the 

struggle between both sides has not subsided, but students are interested in both methods. 
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It seems students wish to enjoy both a combination of a Power Point presentation and the 

handout paper copy. 

 Maybe faculty members need not resist technology integration to remain committed 

to the traditional lecture. Combining the two methods is possible without sacrificing 

content delivery. Faculty can realize that blended curricula can take many forms (George-

Palilonis & Flank, 2009) in order to serve “the various learning styles of students” (Jackson, 

M., Helms, Jackson, W., & Gum, 2011, p. 299). Faculty should also experiment and adjust as 

the technology changes and students demand a more “hands-on approach” (Spinelli, 2001, 

p. 41). A study by George-Palilonis and Flank (2009) revealed that using both technology 

and lecture created some anxiety among students; but over time a sense of normalcy was 

achieved and the students adapted to their classroom environment and the class demands. 

Faculty should be able to adapt as much as students. 

The New Normal 

 Reaching this sense of normalcy with technology and curricula has pushed some 

researchers to now consider PowerPoint software, accompanied by computer, projector, 

and screen, to be recognized as a traditional, teacher-centered method (Wright and Wilson, 

2011). It is broadly starting to be considered “the most basic setup” (Levine, 2002, p. 16) of 

every classroom today. While that is a valid point, such ideology does not take into account 

the inequality among colleges and universities in regards to budgets. Also, every academic 

department at a college does not enjoy equal funds to inject into their respective 

classrooms. Some classrooms may still be outdated, while others include emergent 

technology. Faculty members are expected to adapt to various types of classrooms and 

deliver the same quality of instruction to every class.  
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 The necessary continuous adaptation and re-adaptation may prove challenging 

because of the level of “computer expertise” (Goode, 2010, p. 588) expected from faculty 

from the university and, perhaps, the students. Colleges and universities could be making 

false assumptions and asking too much of the faculty and the student body. Every 

department has its own technology resources in every classroom; but these classrooms 

often must be shared due to high demand and overflow. Faculty must be ready to teach in 

any classroom assigned, no matter the resources at their disposal. 

Teaching/Learning Foreign Languages with Technology Integration 

Higher education faculty and K-12 teachers have to find ways to best use the 

resources at their disposal since administrators are the decision makers on any technology 

purchased for instructional purposes. Instructors of foreign languages are not granted 

opportunities to provide input in deciding what classroom technologies are selected 

(Garrett, 1991). Levy (2009) pointed out the problem continues largely unaddressed. K-16 

administrators are enticed by the technology used by these instructors because students 

learn “the subject material through a hands-on approach” (Spinelli, 2001, p. 41), providing 

an optimal format for cultural and language immersion. According to Carlino (2009), the 

objective of foreign language instructors to use computers, the Internet, and different types 

of software to supplement traditional lectures is to match the various learning styles of 

today’s students; Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) software is widely popular 

among those in the language-teaching profession. 

CALL software can be simple or complex. In its formative stages, it consisted of 

grammar-oriented tutorial exercises. Today, it includes vocabulary-learning modules 

through different devices (Levy, 2009). CALL software is used in higher education to 
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provide the immersive experience students desire. It also benefits those students who 

“don’t feel comfortable speaking [in class, and they have] more time to construct written 

responses in a less-threatening environment” (Jochum, 2011, p. 45). The challenge foreign 

language instructors face is the constant need to adapt to diverse technological tools to 

match the content being taught, and deliver it with clarity to various learning styles. 

These instructors favor any software that helps them show culture and language to 

students in a relevant manner. A study by Simonsson (2004) showed “the majority of 

bilingual teachers believe that technology will help them integrate a variety of cultural 

information that illustrate key concepts” (p. 261). Lamb, Porter, and Lopez (2008) also 

found, “the technology turned [boring assignments] into an exciting, fun learning 

experience” (p. 28). However, even with technology helping in the classroom, instructors 

struggle with insufficient computers and access (Overall, 2010), lack of training and 

experience with technology, and self-confidence issues related to age (Simonsson, 2004). 

Add to this the constant necessity to adapt to students’ needs and technology variations. 

These instructors must achieve this task seamlessly, while meeting what Bax (2003) called 

the requirements for normalization, the stage when the technology becomes invisible, 

embedded in everyday practice. Teaching and learning foreign languages in today’s 

classroom requires technology to deliver the content more efficiently more than many 

other disciplines, and because of this, any challenge is magnified. 

The Foreign Language Student 

 Students are ahead of their instructors in technology proficiency and normalization 

as they use it daily for academic and social purposes. Today’s collegiate foreign language 

classroom hosts a tremendous amount of diversity in gender, age, ideas, and technology 
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capabilities. As stated by Davis (2009), “students vary in age from sixteen-year-old dual-

credit high school student to a seventy-two-year-old retiree” (p. 17). However, the typical 

class has females outnumbering males three to one and the majority of students are native 

English speakers (Robinson-Stuart & Nocon, 1996). Because of the diversity in the 

classroom, there cannot be one specific method of teaching. The instructor must be flexible 

in teaching style to accommodate learning. The best method is immersion into the target 

language and culture. Robinson-Stuart et al. stated, “Language learners participate in an 

ongoing process of culture use, which helps them make meaning” (p. 432) of the material 

for future practical, real world use. This immersion is critical to truly learn a language and 

understand its native speakers because the “American culture is very ignorant of other 

cultures because we feel that we are the best and that everyone should conform to us” (p. 

442). It is such attitude that may be harmful to social and cultural relations between 

different people and is in need of continuous mending. Foreign language classes can be 

beneficial to bridge this cultural divide. 

 A student’s attitude, whether negative or positive, can have a significant effect on 

language learning. Davis (2009) indicated attitude toward a language has influenced a 

variety of outcomes such as achievement of proficiency. For example, females have shown 

most language acquisition through positive attitude, willingness, and achievement (Week & 

Ferraro, 2011). Other factors that contribute to difficulties in foreign language learning are 

negative self-esteem, low native language skills, and anxiety. MacIntyre, Noels, and Clément 

(1997) indicated some learners strongly believe they cannot learn another language, have 

native language deficiencies, and/or their anxiety hurts their intake of information and 

communication skills. Lastly, a surprising factor in foreign language learning is lack of 
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technology skills considering the fact that Millenials are known for being tech savvy. Conole 

(2008) shared that students found troubles when using language-learning specialty 

programs. This particular factor may have to do with the user-unfriendly features some 

software may have. 

 A study by Thomas (2010) revealed interesting data as to the reasons behind 

students pursuing certain languages in college. The study revealed Spanish is taken 

because it is a requirement, and it offers a professional advantage after graduating. French 

was taken for sentimental reasons, while German was practiced to be able to communicate 

while traveling and for future professional opportunities. Whatever the reason for college 

students taking a foreign language course, instructors need to get to know their students 

and their learning styles so they can deliver the target language and its culture in the best 

ways possible to help students connect with the material. These instructors may be a 

student’s first impression of the language and its culture and can have a lasting positive or 

negative effect. 

The Adjunct Instructor 

 Higher education has employed adjuncts for decades. According to Leslie and Gappa 

(2002), these instructors were professionals in their field, and colleges hired them to share 

their expertise and experience with students. Nowadays, departmental funding challenges 

paired with a hike in overall student enrollment have forced administrators to hire adjunct 

faculty to keep up with the high demand for classes (Pearlman, 2013; Strom-Gottfried & 

Dunlap, 2004). Because of this, the adjunct instructor population has seen the largest 

increase on college campuses in the last 40 years. Monks (2009) pointed out in 1975 these 

group made up about 30% of all faculty; by 2005, it comprised 48%. The most current data 
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gathered by the American Federation of Teachers Higher Education Data Center (AFTHEDC, 

n. d.) show as much as 70% of faculty are part-time/adjunct faculty. The literature on the 

topic of higher education demonstrates a conflicting issue in the use of adjuncts to teach 

classes, but one must first ask: what is an adjunct instructor? What does he or she need? 

 The use of adjunct instructors started in the community college world, and 

universities started to see the benefit in the last 10 years (Kezar, Maxey, & Eaton, 2014). 

According to Pompper (2011), adjuncts are also referred to as “contract, contingent, 

temporary, part-time, auxiliary, non-tenure track, freelance, lecturer, associate, and 

expendable” (p. 457) faculty due to the nature of their temporary employment to fill a 

sudden need by academic departments. Such provisional engagement forces many of them 

to travel to multiple campuses as they hold multiple jobs, are excluded from departmental 

decision-making, and are seldom offered any training opportunities or orientation 

programs (Pompper, 2011).   

These instructors are typically forced to figure out tasks like posting grades, 

creating lesson plans, gaining computer access, and navigating campus culture on their 

own (de la Vergne, 2012). This is the case because they primarily teach lower-level courses, 

while full-time faculty are assigned upper-level classes (Pearlman, 2013). As stated by 

Pearlman (2013), “for many adjuncts, the decision to teach is based on pleasure and the 

prestige of the experience. Being part of a university environment can be exhilarating” (p. 

211). Unfortunately, the experience is not all pleasure as adjuncts are unappreciated and 

often looked down upon by full-time terminal degreed faculty. 
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Second-Class Citizens 

 While they play a significant and necessary role within the university structure, 

adjuncts often “have no job rights, no offices, no vote in faculty meetings, and no control 

over curriculum or text selection [and get] nowhere near what full timers make in salary 

and benefits” (Spofford, 1979, p. 14). Jacoby (2006) added that they are not allowed to 

participate in curriculum committees. Some may say that is not the case anymore, but 

Kelsky (2015) disagreed, noting “in the old days, the quick-and-dirty answer . . . would be: 

Adjuncts don’t count; don’t mention them [but that] would still be true in many 

departments today” (para. 2). Adjuncts are “trying to stitch together enough piece-rate 

work to make a living at teaching” (Spofford, 1979, p. 14) so they are most willing to “teach 

courses at inconvenient times [despite] little advance notice of their assignment” 

(Pearlman, 2013, p. 214). However, as Flanders (2014) stated “in my adjunct role . . . 

students are a pleasure to teach…but there is no reward besides personal satisfaction for 

me in doing unpaid service beyond the terms of my contract [and] I’m not alone in that 

regard” (p. 18).  Compared to adjuncts, full-timers get paid accordingly to go the extra mile 

to assist students outside the classroom and office hours because such job description is 

normally part of their contract. 

 The backseat that adjuncts take to full-timers has them feeling unappreciated 

despite their willingness to jump in and help a department fulfill a need at a moment’s 

notice. Strom-Gottfried and Dunlap (2004) stated, “This marginalization may lead to a 

sense of…instructors as ‘second-class citizens’” (p. 447). Furthermore, they “often feel 

invisible due to the lack of inclusion they experience in campus and departmental decisions” 

(Johnson & Stevens, 2008, p. 26). A former adjunct who now holds a doctorate recalled the 
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experience that pushed him to earn his doctorate said, “I still recall vividly being viewed as 

somewhat academically inferior to my tenure-line colleagues” (Sayer, 1999, p. 100). Sayer 

(1999) added, “The typical adjunct is horribly overworked, horribly underpaid, and totally 

underappreciated. Yet . . . many of our programs…would not be able to survive without 

them” (p. 102). The pressure that departments feel to meet university and students’ needs 

may make them blind to the negative effect their decisions have on adjuncts. 

Benefits to Departments 

 Departments should reflect on the benefits that adjuncts bring to the table in an 

effort to improve the situation for them. As aforementioned, without adjuncts, many 

academic departments would not be able to function.  What departments need to do is 

invest in honing their skills and train them to get lasting returns in their teaching 

capabilities, which may result in loyalty to the college (Leslie & Gappa, 2002). One of the 

biggest benefits departments may reap is providing their full-timers more freedom to 

pursue scholarship. As stated by Pearlman (2013), “they will likely have more time to 

devote to pursuits such as writing, research, and . . .[they can be] afforded preference in 

class teaching times” (p. 212). Adjuncts are known for taking the less desirable times to 

teach like nights and weekends. Additionally, departments may increase the number of 

students majoring or minoring in their subjects thanks to adjuncts and their expertise in 

the area. A study by Bettinger and Long (2010) revealed, classes with adjuncts tend to 

attract students to take more classes and perhaps major in the subject. However, for 

adjuncts to help in that regard they may need to feel some reciprocity in the form of 

dedication from the institution. Proper staff development opportunities could be a solution 

to this problem. 
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 Adjuncts crave training workshops to improve their instructional skills and a faculty 

network to provide best practices to take back to their classroom. However, those chances 

are not in easy reach; nor are they promoted by their department because of the temporary 

nature of their employment. As stated by a part-timer, “we adjuncts hit the wall. How do we 

get better at it? [But] opportunities are not in easy reach. Besides unguided self-study, what 

can I do?” (de la Vergne, 2012, p. 13). Moreover, the adjunct said they “want . . . better 

orientation to the institution, and a closer connection to the department . . . for us to 

perform better in the classroom…and maximize institutional knowledge” (p. 14). A study 

by Lei (2007) discovered adjuncts do not learn their teaching methods from workshops 

offered by their employer. Historically speaking, there has been no change to the adjunct 

instructors’ working conditions and departmental expectations; however, times might be 

changing as some ideas begin to emerge. Such concept has been unheard of in the last 40 

years; but it looks like adjuncts are increasingly gaining avenues to speak out. 

Current Movements and Ideas 

 In the last few years, an increasing number of University departments are starting to 

pay more attention to adjuncts. Researchers are beginning to focus on this population and 

its grievances. A study by Johnson and Stevens (2008) showed positive results in a college’s 

effort to connect adjuncts and full-timers via mentoring and social gatherings; friendships 

were created and the mentoring continued informally after the project was over. On the 

other hand, another instance of adjunct inclusion resulted in turmoil as an academic 

department botched a national search for a new tenure-track faculty member due to voting 

indecisions and an internal applicant (VanDette, 2015). There are pros and cons to adjunct 
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inclusion, but universities need to find a compromise solution to keep the largest faculty 

population satisfied with their role.  

 To solidify feelings of inclusion among adjuncts, A simpler idea may be better pay. 

Compensation increase would go a long way to ensure adjunct satisfaction and loyalty to 

the institution. According to Pearlman (2013), “schools should stop paying minimal salaries 

to part-time faculty, Instead of a fee-per-credit system, adjuncts should be paid on a pro 

rata basis comparable to full-time faculty” (p. 217). This system would include 

remuneration for mentoring students, which may prove challenging to operationalize.  

Each department has a proscribed budget; therefore, higher pay for adjuncts would mean 

less pay for all others. Full-time faculty, whether tenure track or not, would certainly find 

this an unsatisfactory solution.  

Such strong opposition to fix the system exists that new laws are being created to force 

higher education to improve adjuncts’ working conditions, including salaries. The Colorado 

legislature “approved a ground breaking bill that would assure community colleges’ 

adjunct instructors seniority rights, some level of job security, and the same pay and 

benefits as full timers per hour worked” (Colo. lawmakers, 2014, p. A14). All these actions 

being taken to improve the higher education environment are commendable. The bill is 

certainly a step in the right direction, despite only affecting community colleges. Four-year 

institutions are lagging behind in this effort. Adjuncts could be better appreciated as they 

are “versatile and experienced teachers, accustomed to doing a great job with little or no 

support and excellent at time management” (Schuman, 2014, p. A27). Imagine their 

potential with the appropriate institutional support. Great change is happening but more 

needs to come to appease and please the largest teaching workforce in higher education. 
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After all, they tend to be the first contact for students and may have a great influence in the 

student experience. 

Summary 

 The literature review included a snapshot into K-16 issues with technology 

integration in the classroom, along with a look at the foreign language teaching and 

learning perspective. A detailed glimpse into the literature on adjunct instructors, higher 

education’s largest workforce, was also provided, accompanied by study results from 

recent research. Chapter 3 presents the methodology of the study. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

 The chapter provides the process of choosing the case study approach and a 

discussion of the setting and the program. After a description of sampling and recruitment 

procedures are described, the focus then turns to explaining data collection and analyses 

processes. 

Case Study 

 The qualitative route was taken for this study because, according to Denzin and 

Lincoln (1994), it “is multimethod in its focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic 

approach to its subject matter [and it attempts] to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena 

in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (p. 2). Because the objective was to collect 

in-depth and rich information from itinerant, adjunct language instructors, the multiple 

case study method best fit the study. A case study “ is an in-depth exploration of . . . an 

activity, event, process, individuals…based on extensive data collection” (Creswell, 2005, p. 

439). The case study approach allowed me to shed light on the phenomenon of classroom 

technology and seek the necessary in-depth information in the form of words, images and 

documents to gain understanding of this particular event. Also, since the case study 

approach involves observation of participants in the real-life context of their classroom, the 

data obtained provided multiple levels of analysis to reach saturation of information and 

triangulation. 
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The Setting, the Program, and Access 

 The setting for this study was the Department of Foreign Languages at Southwest 

University or SWU (pseudonym assigned to the school for confidentiality purposes). The 

university’s on-campus enrollment in the fall of 2014 was just under 35,000, of which 

about 26,000 were undergraduate students. The department offered foreign language 

courses in Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish. 

Students had the opportunity to earn a Bachelor of Arts or a minor in any of the 

aforementioned languages. However, Master’s degrees only were offered in French and 

Spanish. Because the department was located in an office building, instructors were 

assigned classrooms all over the campus. Locations like the Education Building, College 

Hall, Classroom Hall, Earth Science Hall, Business Building, and the Nursing Building (all 

fictitious names) were shared with their respective departments to accommodate for the 

large demand from current and incoming students. 

At the time of this study, the department housed roughly 40 adjunct language 

instructors. The largest language section was and still is Spanish. It was comprised of about 

19 adjunct instructors during the data collection process. The other languages make up the 

remainder of the adjuncts, with French and German being the larger sections. I was an 

instructor in this department at the time of the study. The chair of the department at the 

time furnished me permission via email to conduct the study.  

The university’s Institutional Review Board granted me permission to begin my 

study in mid-summer of 2014. Moreover, I was given appointments to teach Spanish 

classes during the summer and fall. I had been an adjunct instructor at SWU for eight years, 

so I had unrestricted access to many areas and persons that an outsider may not otherwise 
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have enjoyed. Despite being an insider, I worked diligently not to influence the results. For 

the purposes of the study, I aimed to recruit approximately ten adjunct instructors from 

which to collect data. My methodology to obtain such data follows. 

Sample and Recruitment Procedures 

Sampling Logic 

 The college and academic department selected were the Department of Foreign 

Languages at Southwest University (pseudonyms assigned for confidentiality purposes). It 

was a matter of interest and convenience to the researcher. The department houses nearly 

40 adjunct language instructors, 10 of whom I recruited to collect data. The participants 

were chosen via purposeful and convenience sampling techniques. The sampling 

techniques defined: 

1. Purposeful sampling – “the goal is to select cases that are likely to be “information-

rich” with respect to the purposes of the study” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 178). 

2. Convenience sampling – “the researcher selects a sample that suits the purposes of 

the study and that is convenient? (p. 175). 

Recruitment 

 A list of possible adjunct language instructors was assembled, and they were 

approached individually to explain the study to gauge their interest in volunteering. The 

list that was narrowed down to ten participants could not be concrete until the schedule of 

classes was finalized. Depending upon enrollment numbers, I decided that approximately 

ten participants would be enough because “it is typical in qualitative research to study a 

few individuals or a few cases . . . because the overall ability of a researcher to provide an 

in-depth picture diminishes with the addition of each new individual” (Creswell, 2005, p. 
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207). Based upon the recommendations of Creswell (2005) and Gall et al. (2007), ten was a 

sufficient sample size to also protect the study from possible attrition and ensure 

saturation of information. 

 Once the schedule of classes was released and language classes met minimum 

enrollment requirements per university rules and regulations, I met with each instructor 

who qualified given the criteria described above to invite them to volunteer in the study. 

Since I worked alongside most of the instructors in this department, I felt they would feel 

more at ease to share their experiences and have their voices heard. It was easy to 

approach them and they were eager to participate and provide their input. 

Data Collection 

 Data were collected in three different methods: one-on-one interviews, one-

session classroom observation, and document collection. This helped “enhance validity of 

case study findings through a process called triangulation” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 460) 

since multiple methods of collection were applied. Only participants who signed the 

consent form took part in all three facets of the study. 

Collection of Interviews 

 According to Gall et al (2007), “the major advantage of interviews is their 

adaptability . . . [and researchers] can follow up a respondent’s answers to obtain more 

information and clarify vague statements” (p. 228) via probes and member-checking. The 

one-on-one semi-structured interview method best fits the study because it was “ideal for 

interviewing participants who are not hesitant to speak, are articulate, and who can share 

ideas comfortably” (p. 214). However, this method is well known for being the most time-

consuming, evidenced by my need to meet with each participant individually, as opposed to 
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focus group interviewing. I chose to interview individual participants to encourage them to 

open up and speak about topics they might otherwise have kept to themselves. 

 I interviewed participants using an interview guide with open-ended questions. All 

interviews took place in the department’s conference room during reserved times, or in my 

office right next door to ensure privacy. The guide “is a list of questions . . . [and it] provides 

topics or subject areas about which the interviewer is free to explore, probe, and ask 

questions that will elucidate and illuminate that particular subject” (Patton, 1987, p. 111). 

As the researcher and interviewer, I used the guide to maintain control of the interview to 

focus the content without depriving the participants from sharing rich details that may 

have been critical to the study. There was no pilot study or review of the questions by a 

panel; however, probes helped greatly to strengthen the guide. Also, the probes assisted 

significantly in not having to modify the guide after every interview. 

 Before beginning every interview, I explained the study and its purpose, while also 

answering participants’ questions before asking them to read and sign the consent form. I 

requested the participants to fill out a Demographic Data Sheet prior to beginning the 

recording. Each participant was interviewed once, and it was for no longer than 45 minutes. 

The length of each depended on the participant’s understanding of the questions and the 

content of the answers. All interviews were recorded on two devices, my iPhone and my 

iPad to protect from possible malfunction issues during the dialogues. Most interviews had 

no interruptions of any kind, although some occasional background occurred noise in a few 

recordings due to the room’s location near the elevator. However, the noise did not corrupt 

the data obtained. I did not have to take notes during the interviews; instead, I was able to 

use probes better by being fully engaged during the dialogue. 
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Collection of Observations 

Creswell (2005) stated that observation “is the process of gathering open-ended, 

first-hand information by observing people and places at a research site” (p. 211), and 

more specifically, naturalistic observation was ideal for this study since it is “subtle 

observation in natural, real-life setting . . . preferably without direct input from the 

individuals in the setting” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p. 263). In addition, Gall et al. stated that 

“such observation provides more accurate data than that obtained from research 

participants, which often are biased . . .to give a socially desirable response.” By utilizing 

this naturalistic approach, my goal was to “take the reader . . .into the setting that was 

observed” (Patton, 1987, p. 12) by describing in great detail the classroom interaction 

between instructor, technology, and students, and their challenges. I conducted one semi-

structured observation per instructor, and during each time, the instructor’s overall use of 

tech and the impact on the students in class was the focus. Moreover, I took descriptive, 

detailed, and concrete notes throughout the observation using my iPad. 

Collection of Documents 

The collection of documents is imperative since they provide a valuable source of 

data, especially for the purposes of triangulation. Creswell (2005) explained, “documents 

consist of public and private records that qualitative researchers obtain about a site or 

participants in a study” (p. 219) and, in the world of education, “all programs leave a trail of 

paper that [the researcher] can follow and use to increase knowledge and understanding 

about the program” (Patton, 1987, p. 89). For this study, I collected demographic 

information using the Demographic Data Sheet (See Appendix A), course syllabi, course 

calendars, online registration instructions, and records of all observations and interviews 
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to obtain data.  Moreover, my iPad was helpful as I used it to take photographs of the 

available technology in each classroom. It was important to obtain visual aids to accurately 

portray the tools the instructors teach with on a daily basis. 

Data Analysis 

 After collecting the data via interviews, observations, and document collection, I 

initiated the full-time analysis stage of the study. The analysis of the interviews occurred in 

four stages: interviews, transcriptions, editing, and color-coding. Analysis of the 

observations occurred on location and during transcription and editing of interviews, while 

the analysis of the syllabus occurred during the entire study because of my own familiarity 

with the department as an itinerant, adjunct language instructor myself. 

Analysis of Interviews 

The first stage of the analysis of the data began, at least partly, during the interview 

process. My approach was to commence personally transcribing immediately after an 

interview was completed, primarily so the information would be fresh in my mind. 

Furthermore, I needed to make immediate notes about nonverbal cues that the participants, 

consciously or subconsciously, communicated. Once all transcriptions had been completed, 

the third stage of the analysis began. While editing the transcriptions and listening to the 

recordings, themes started to emerge more clearly. I made a list on my iPad for reflection at 

a later date.  

Coding. After taking another break from the data, I started the coding process to 

look for salient themes. The search for text segments within the transcripts was critical in 

order to generate themes. The color codes were the following: a) blue – interview guide 

questions, b) yellow – adjunct’s experiences with classroom technologies, c) green – how 
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adjuncts adapt to different technologies, and c) red – emerging themes. This process 

allowed me to appropriately filter the most important information. 

Once numerous themes were detected, I used the concept of lean coding to reduce a 

small number of codes to broad themes. Having broader themes helped me provide more 

detailed data and explanations. 

Analysis of Observations 

  Nine out of ten participants were interviewed prior to observation. That approach, 

while not planned, worked allowed me to become familiar with their methods before I 

observed them in action in their respective classes. I took notes during each observation 

and was able to see how much each interview matched their in-class experiences. Also, 

during editing of interview transcripts, my observation notes helped to filter the 

differences between a participant’s theory of teaching methods and their practice. This was 

important since instructors can express themselves more ideologically in their interview 

answers. 

Analysis of Documents 

 The documents collected helped to corroborate the information provided in 

interviews; and the observations matched the speed of the syllabus. The demographic data 

sheet assisted me to obtain insight into participants’ age range, years of experience, and 

gender, and how that may tie into their approach to teaching and their use of classroom 

technology. Perhaps, one or more of the participants’ characteristics may have an impact 

on their use of the technological resources at their disposal. I examined all documents 

numerous times in an attempt to fully understand each participant’s daily experiences 

implementing and adapting classroom technology. Each interview transcript provided me 
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with a variety of snapshots in the form of quotes. These quotes assisted me in putting a 

picture together, with the help of other documents, so I could give each instructor a voice 

through my study. 

Ethical considerations 

 According to Creswell (2009), ethical issues in regards to the protection of 

participants and their information are critical in any research study. My ethical attentions 

were mandated and approved by the Institutional Review Board. They include, first and 

foremost, the confidentiality of each participant and their information, the treatment of 

each participant, and data storage location. I made sure to explain my study to the 

participants before obtaining each signature of consent. I reassured their anonymity by 

explaining that pseudonyms would be assigned to each to protect their identity. Finally, I 

informed each participant that all data obtained for this study would be under lock and key 

in my office at the university for a period of five years. 

Summary 

 Chapter 3 presented the methods utilized to conduct this study. The case study was 

explained and how it fits my research goals. The sections comprising this chapter include: 

a) the setting, the program, and access, b) sample and recruitment procedures, c) data 

collection, d) data analysis, and e) ethical considerations. The data gathered are fully 

presented and analyzed in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 

Data Results and Analysis 

 The case study explored the day-to-day experiences of itinerant, adjunct language 

instructors as they faced obstacles when dealing with different levels of technology across 

a university campus. Of the 10 participants who agreed to be a part of this exploratory 

study, six taught lower-level Spanish, two taught lower-level French, and two taught lower-

level German. The study was performed using the lens of social constructivism. The three 

elements of the social constructivism theory that will help evaluate the information 

assembled are reality, knowledge, and learning. 

Theory of Learning 

 Social Constructivism is a sociological theory that attempts to explain how 

individuals gather and process knowledge. The premise is based on the belief that each 

individual develops his/her own meaning of a social situation through interactions with 

other individuals, hence social constructivism. These subjective meanings are also 

transferred and negotiated in a historical and cultural manner (Creswell, 2009). In other 

words, people learn from people, and each individual develops their own perspective and 

their own reality, knowledge, and way of learning. 

 With respect to reality, Creswell (2009) stated, “meanings are constructed by 

human beings as they engage with the world they are interpreting” (p. 9). Denzin and 

Lincoln (1994) added that this theory assumes there are multiple realities. This 

assumption is important because the perception of each participant’s reality is different 
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and unique. Each reality, however, is constructed by the participant’s interactions with 

others and their realities, on and off campus, in and out of the classroom. 

 In describing the conception of knowledge, Creswell (2009) noted that “humans 

engage with their world and make sense of their historical and social perspective - we are 

all born into a world of meaning bestowed upon us by our culture” (p. 9). This assumption 

is important because the participant’s reality and its social situations and interactions 

create the knowledge needed to negotiate with that reality. The knowledge participants 

possess helps each one of them deal with the itinerant nature of the technology in the 

classroom central to the profession.  

 Describing the idea of learning, Creswell (2009) indicated, “the basic generation of 

meaning is always social and arising in and out of interaction with a human community” (p. 

9). The process of learning comes from “cognitive dissonance, or the uncomfortable tension 

that comes from holding two conflicting thoughts at the same time . . . It serves as a driving 

force that compels the mind to acquire new thoughts or to modify existing beliefs” (Thomas, 

Menon, Boruff, Rodriguez, & Ahmed, 2014, p. 4). This assumption is important because 

learning needs to take place in order to gain knowledge. Social interactions provide crucial 

opportunities for learning to take place. Each participant has acquired the knowledge to 

teach.  

Research Question Number One 

The study aimed to find out how the adjunct instructors are growing such 

knowledge, whether socially, individually, or both. The first research question was: What 

are the experiences of itinerant adjunct language instructors regarding technology 

integration as they move from one smart classroom to another and one building to 
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another? After careful and thorough analysis of all data obtained using the social 

constructivism lens, I decided to present such analysis individually, and briefly, collectively. 

It is important to present each participant individually because there are multiple 

meanings and multiple realities according to social constructivism (Creswell, 2009). I will 

then present the most common themes that surfaced during the analysis of the data. While 

the results cannot be generalized, I can at least present commonalities through cross-case 

comparison. 

Table 4-1 Select Demographic Characteristics of Study Participants 

 

Name Age Race 

Instructor 

Experience (Yrs) 

Language 

Taught 

Elizabeth 50+ Caucasian 16 Spanish 

Anna 50+ Caucasian 31 Spanish 

Olivia 39-49 Caucasian 19 Spanish 

Danielle 39-49 Caucasian 15 Spanish 

Chase 28-38 Caucasian 3 Spanish/ESL 

Claire 23-27 Caucasian 8 Spanish/ESL 

Diana 39-49 Afr American 5 French 

Karla 28-38 Caucasian 3 French 

Hannah 39-49 Caucasian 7 German 

Daniel  50+ Caucasian 25 German 

 

Individual Analyses 

Elizabeth 

 In Elizabeth’s world, time was a critical factor. Lower-level foreign language courses 

were offered on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays for a 50-minute period. She noted that 

she does “what’s most efficient for me in terms of time and the amount of time I have in 

class.” She did not use Power Point presentations to teach any material, which is very 

widely used in the collegiate classroom; however, she did “use other things that are on the 
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student blog like the syllabus.” Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show Elizabeth’s classroom technology 

for one of her classes. 

 
 

Figure 4-1 Elizabeth’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of her classrooms. 

 

 

Figure 4-2 Elizabeth’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and document camera in same classroom. 
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She indicated that she has “had students say people that use PowerPoint just stand at the 

back of the room and click sometimes, and they don’t have time to take notes.” She also 

confirmed her discomfort with the technology when she stated, “I don’t go out of my 

comfort zone” During the one-session observation, she only used her email account to open 

a PDF document. This demonstrates her knowledge of technology is limited, and she stays 

within her abilities, remaining essentially chalkboard- oriented. 

According to the syllabus for Spanish 1441 (see Appendix C), the class had a 

rigorous online component where students are required to complete for a grade outside of 

class. Elizabeth acknowledged, “I know a lot of them know more than I do,” so it is possible 

her students are content with her low-level of technology use. In terms of learning, 

Elizabeth believed she acquired new ideas on her own by trial and error, but does admit 

that she used “some of the programs to set up the great system.” She was referring to 

Blackboard training where she gets help to set up her classes. However, she seemed to 

contradict herself regarding her learning process. She shared, “mostly I learn by doing and 

then if I see somebody saving a bunch of time or someone else has a neat program or 

something, we trade off.” Since that fits the definition of social constructivism, it is 

noteworthy that she did not believe she was assisted in learning when she traded off the 

knowledge with her colleagues. She knew what to do in the classroom with the technology 

within her comfort zone; but she seemed to not take full advantage of her social and 

professional networks to grow her technology skills to benefit her students. She was 

content with her abilities. 
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Anna 

Anna’s reality consisted of time use, frustrations dealing with OIT/Classroom 

support, computer volume controls, and the computer lab. She was very technology 

oriented, noting that she used “Microsoft Word to post documents onto the blog so 

students have access to class notes.” She went on to indicate her loss of efficiency, noting 

that “in some ways, that saves time in class because if students are trying to take notes on 

things.” Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show Anna’s classroom technology for one of her classes. 

 

Figure 4-3 Anna’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector, screen, and wall-

mounted speakers in one of her classrooms. 
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Figure 4-4 Anna’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and document camera in same classroom. 

 
She expressed annoyance with OIT/Classroom Support because “the way that the 

OIT people have told me how to plug it in and what to do and so forth, doesn’t always work 

and it’s very frustrating. It’s frustrating to me; it’s frustrating to the students.” She also 

claimed that they fix things, but do not teach her how to do it herself. Another issue she had 

related to the volume controls, observing “there have been a couple of times I’ve had to 

contact [them] about a classroom I was in where I would play something on the loudest 

volume and the students couldn’t hear it.” When you use a classroom computer, you find 

there are many ways of raising the volume, if the feature is working.  

Lastly, her teaching typically took place in the evenings on campus. Anna was at a 

disadvantage because if she wanted to use the computer lab. However, by the time her 

classes started, the lab was already closed for the day. She shared that since she lacks 

access, she would like her students to bring laptops to class, clarifying “I can never depend 

on how many students are going to have a computer so that there would be one in every 

group.” Furthermore, the departmental syllabus for Spanish 1442 (see Appendix D) clearly 

stated that students could not use any technology of their own in class. She found it 
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frustrating to teach a class full of technology-savvy students when the department frowned 

upon it. 

Her computer knowledge for teaching purposes was comprised of YouTube and 

Power Point software. She used YouTube for students “to show them some videos . . . just to 

show them how to access them, to find them . . . and use the Internet for purposes of 

accessing . . . Power Points on my blog.” During the one-session observation, she used 

PowerPoint with ease and had one student complete a presentation on Hispanic culture, 

then seamlessly switched to the Internet to access the textbook’s website to show 

instructional videos for the Spanish grammar point she was teaching. Anna was evidently 

proficient in using the tools at her disposal. 

Her learning process appeared to be multidimensional. She mentioned that a lot of 

what she knows, she learned with her husband while conference presentations. She 

learned many skills via trial and error with those experiences:  

There’s some other things that I want to learn how to do and my solution will be to 

go to YouTube and find instructions, because you can find something on YouTube 

for everything you could possible want to do. And so, if I need to know how to do 

something else, that’s where I would go.  

Anna explained that she used those YouTube instructional videos for everything, not just 

teaching tips and student reference. Interestingly, she never mentioned her colleagues as a 

source of knowledge. It was understandable since she only worked in the evenings along 

with one other instructor. Her opportunities for shared knowledge seemed to be limited to 

her husband and YouTube.  
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Based upon observations and an interview, she proved herself to be very capable of 

using classroom technology. She is a lifelong learner, doing her best despite the constraints 

that work against her like departmental rules and lack of access. She would greatly benefit 

from dialogue with colleagues to grow professionally; however, she has more to give than 

to take in terms of input from experience. 

Olivia 

 In Olivia’s reality, use of time, lack of access, and her perspective on computer labs 

gave a glimpse into her challenges. Her student population had different needs, since she 

taught native and heritage speakers of Spanish. Her students were great helpers when she 

had technology issues during the observation. She shared:  

I don’t like that the problem is happening in the first place because it’s usually 

taking time to fix it. That bothers me.  But if students are able to help me to more 

quickly get it solved, that’s good with me.  

For Olivia, time wasted solving technology-related issues means less time for teaching 

student what they need to master to be successful in her class. 

In terms of lack of access, she needed the technology to access the Internet. That 

was the only way to expose her students to important cultural aspects of Hispanic world. 

She stated that she had:  

Been in classrooms where there hasn’t been access to . . . even the Internet in the 

Education building . . . Nothing to project anything on the wall . . . That was probably 

the worst semester ever because it was a class that I’d previously taught using lots 

of cultural materials and I think they needed cultural materials from the Internet. 

Figure 4-5 and 4-6 show Olivia’s classroom technology for one of her classes. 
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Figure 4-5 Olivia’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one of 

her classrooms. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Olivia’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, a document camera and remote controls in same classroom. 

 

Her thoughts on the use of the computer lab were pretty clear. Olivia revealed:  

I’ve seen people use language labs before. Some really cool ones. I’ve never had the 

opportunity to get to try it out like where you speak and other people speak… I just 

feel like sometimes technology gets in the way.  
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Her opinion on computer-assisted language learning was that “it’s actually gone downhill 

requiring the language lab to be them by themselves in their bedroom.” She preferred one-

on-one conversation practice. 

 Olivia’s knowledge and practice of Internet use for teaching purposes leaned heavily 

on YouTube and other video-supporting websites. She said, “the technology . . . that we do 

use in the classroom, would be using the projector to look at stuff, listening to songs, 

watching short videos off YouTube. I use a lot YouTube videos because they’re short.” 

YouTube is an Internet tool that allows anyone with an account to post videos about most 

anything. During the observation, she used YouTube and the textbook’s website to show 

cultural aspects of various Spanish-speaking countries to expose students a little more 

directly; and then they talked about their reactions and opinions in class. 

 Students’ input and reflection were part of Olivia’s learning process. She lacked the 

training to use many technology tools at her disposal, revealing that a tool may be 

“available [but] I don’t know how to use it and I just basically have to ignore it.” Olivia 

claimed that she learned through “trial and error . . . I don’t know that anybody has taught 

how to . . . The Internet is just trial and error at home.” She went on to say, “the students 

will say, ‘oh you have to do this, this, and this.’ I often have students tell me what I need to 

do.” Throughout much of the interview, she had a very introspective tone of voice with 

moments of reflection about her own teaching experiences. After the interview and the 

recording had stopped, she told me that some of my questions and some of her answers 

really made her think about her methods. 

 Olivia was a very upbeat instructor who loved what she did and was very adaptive. 

She really seemed to enjoy her time in the classroom with students. Exposing them to 
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culture via Internet is critical to her curriculum. She did what she could with the tools with 

which she was familiar. She did not need as many technology tools as other instructors 

might because of the advanced nature of her lower-level course. According to the syllabus 

(see Appendix E), departmental demands and online requirements were not as intense in 

her class because of the practical level of her Spanish 2315 course. The course focused on 

conversation and correcting what students already know. 

Danielle 

 For Danielle, reality included many frustrations in regards to teaching, including use 

of time, lack of access, and inconsistency. According to Danielle, technology sometimes 

does not work:  

 You have to make back up plans, and it kind of wastes time because you have to rely 

on those back up plans and it’s not as efficient as using the technology. Usually, I use 

the technology because it’s faster.  

Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show Danielle’s classroom technology for one of her classes. 
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Figure 4-7 Danielle’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of her classrooms. 

 

 

Figure 4-8 Danielle’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 

 

The itinerant nature of her profession made it necessary for her to be time-efficient. She 

explained how technology helped with that process:  
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It is hard to switch, especially . . . when you are running from class to class, it’s hard 

to switch from using a lot of technology in the classroom, to then going to a 

classroom where you have no technology or less technology . . . [It is] time 

wasting . . . I need a schedule and a routine to follow.  

Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show an example of a classroom with more than the usual computer, 

projector, and screen. 

 

Figure 4-9 Example of a high-tech classroom. This figure shows a desktop computer 
monitor, keyboard, document camera, and a mini control system. 

 

 

Figure 4-10 Example of a high-tech classroom. This figure shows (from left to right) a 
display monitor, a minidome camera, and a projector. 
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She added, “I’ve been in rooms where I had a computer and a projector, but no Internet.” 

Language instructors need the Internet to illustrate cultural information.  According to 

Danielle, such inconsistencies, even in simple classroom tools, were not shared across 

different educational institutions. She indicated, “In my experiences at [a local community 

college], they have been completely consistent with the technology available. Along these 

lines, she added, “Last semester, [here] I had to provide my own chalk. When I’m going into 

a classroom, I never know if it’s going to be a white board or a chalkboard.” Danielle was 

one of many adjunct instructors who taught concurrently at multiple institutions, which 

can magnify teaching frustrations. As another participant explained, “when I have to go 

from one to the other during the same day, it is a little bit frustrating.” 

 During the classroom observation, she demonstrated her technology knowledge 

through use of YouTube, Microsoft Word, and Power Point to teach her class efficiently. She 

claimed, “I use YouTube . . . just for my own entertainment. I like to watch videos on 

YouTube.” Whatever educational videos she found at home on YouTube, Danielle shared 

them with her students during class. Articulating how technology helped her stay on task, 

she shared, “It’s faster for me to get through a lesson if I’m doing a Power Point 

presentation or even if it’s where I’m typing something out on Word, rather than me 

writing it on the board. That takes longer.” Danielle was confident that her teaching style 

worked, confirming, “I usually get quite a few feedbacks that the Power Points are very 

helpful and that they like watching the videos on YouTube and listening to the songs.” This 

confirmation may be a reason why Danielle did not seek out more training. 

 Danielle indicated a lack of willingness to learn new techniques, and felt that 

training by the department is lacking. When she is placed in high-tech classrooms, she 
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noted that “it’s just not utilized because I don’t know how to utilize it, I don’t know what to 

do with it… [I have] no training!” Danielle claimed, “Everything that I know how to do on 

the computer, I pretty much taught myself . . . nobody has ever taught me anything about 

the tech.” However, she also said that she was part of an educational grant as a K-12 

teacher, and she went to Power Point workshops. Henceforth, she built on that knowledge 

through trial and error. She also mentioned very limited departmental training for online 

software that students would be required to use throughout the course. The departmental 

syllabus for Spanish 1442 (see Appendix D) shows a demanding online component as part 

of the curriculum. 

Chase 

 The reality that Chase lived in his everyday teaching dealt with use of time, 

computer volume controls, technology upgrades, and inconsistency. He would have liked to 

have more time to “show movies, [but] I show short films in my class, between five and ten 

minutes . . . in Spanish, and with subtitles.” He added: 

I really like music and my students like it. They’ve always appreciated when I put 

music up and it actually has grammar in it. We can analyze the grammar of the songs 

and use it in an activity. But when the sound is so weak . . . it was just a hindrance to 

them hearing clearly.  

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show Chase’s classroom technology for one of his classes. 
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Figure 4-11 Chase’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of his classrooms. 

 

 

Figure 4-12 Chase’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 
 
Volume controls on classroom computers can be an issue as there are multiple ways to 

manipulate them, assuming they are working properly.  
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Chase expressed that he would like the university to be “upgrading all the 

technology” since he has encountered software and hardware that is out of date and not 

working properly. Figure 4-13 shows an outdated piece of equipment that has been pushed 

aside for newer, more practical technology. 

 

Figure 4-13 Chase’s classroom photograph. This figure shows a television and a VHS player 
no longer used to display cultural movies during class. 

 
Consistency was his biggest challenge as his itinerant profession required “teaching several 

classes, and I do go across the campus to another classroom and I’m rushing to get there, 

have back to back classes, and then, I get in and the technology isn’t quite the same.” He 

adapted, but it was frustrating to face that daily. Chase said that when he worked at a sister 

institution within the same university system, there was consistency. 
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 His knowledge of YouTube, Power Point software, and Google helped him greatly in 

the classroom. Chase stated, “I put up videos, actually, it’s one of my favorite things to put 

up, songs,” and he used “Power Point on double object pronouns, and it has like nice 

examples, and just explains pretty clearly.” Also, he said the Internet search engine Google 

helps him to build activities and create quizzes to add to his lesson plan. This approach 

helped him keep up with the departmental Spanish 1442 Syllabus (see Appendix D) course 

calendar. During the observation, he effectively and efficiently used the Internet to execute 

his lesson plan, leaving all the tabs he needed open before class and each tab was ready for 

use according to his plan. He surfed through the content seamlessly, and his students were 

engaged. 

 Chase’s learning process was always open for new ideas despite the lack of training 

by the department. He stated, “I would love to do trainings and develop myself 

professionally more than I already do on my own.” Outside of university workshops, he 

said he would not mind learning from coworkers. He believed the department could do 

more, explain that “it’s as simple as encouraging adjuncts to talk to each other about how 

they use technology, how they’re running their classes, what things they find useful.” Chase 

is an independent instructor out of necessity. He accomplished his goals in the classroom, 

but craved professional growth opportunities that were offered by the department or 

university. He was the first language adjunct instructor who was open about his desire to 

share resources and knowledge with his coworkers. 

Claire 

 Claire’s reality involved use of time, computer volume controls, lack of technology 

upgrading, technology inconsistencies, and institutional inconsistency. In order to use class 
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time efficiently, she felt “like when you do use Power Point, if you do it well, then, because 

they don’t have to write down every single thing . . . it will sometimes give you a little more 

time to do activities,” and in regards to technology use she said, “if I had already seen how 

something like that is used, I would be more likely to . . . add [to my lesson plan].” Figures 4-

14 and 4-15 show Claire’s classroom technology for one of her classes. 

 

Figure 4-14 Claire’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of her classrooms. 
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Figure 4-15 Claire’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 

 
However, according to Claire, the most frustrating part of computer use was “the sound, I 

think because if you really are planning on showing a video [and you can’t use it after all], 

it’s like, ‘well, never mind.’” She believed:  

Maintenance . . . could be improved because every once in a while, you will go in and 

the sound isn’t working, or every once in a while you will go in and the computer 

isn’t linking to the projector, or you don’t end up getting to show your Power Point.  

Volume controls were a critical computer feature used to show videos and songs to 

illustrate word pronunciation. 

 The inconsistency of the technology, in her opinion, is predictable enough that “it 

doesn’t matter if it’s not working because I’m used to having to figure that out anyways. So 

I’m sure that my mindset would be completely different if I knew that we all would always 

have dependable technology.” Claire thought that “the campus should make sure there is a 

projector and a computer in every single classroom because that’s the biggest thing” in 

terms of classroom technology consistency. She shared an experience about a classroom 
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where there was nothing more than a screen on the wall and a transparencies projector. 

Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show it. 

 

Figure 4-16 Claire’s old classroom photograph. This figure shows a screen, but no ceiling-
mounted projector in this classroom. 
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Figure 4-17 Claire’s old classroom photograph. This figure shows the transparency 
projector found in the same classroom. 

 
She stated, “I think it’s important for the university if classes . . . from all of the departments 

are going to be in that room or in that building, it needs to be university helped.”  

 Claire used her knowledge of YouTube, Power Point, and her comfort level to be 

successful in a classroom. She was confident in her use of “Power Point, Internet 

websites . . . Blackboard, or our student blog, and YouTube videos” to deliver her lesson to 

students. However, she acknowledged, “if one of my classes has a projector that doesn’t 

work, I’ll prepare the lesson for that class and then teach that lesson in that same way in all 

the other classes.” She said she can handle having standard technology in the classroom as 

well as having no technology at all; but she acknowledged that having too much technology 

available to her could make her “feel uncomfortable.” During the observation, she seemed 
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skillful in using Microsoft Word, Blackboard, a grammar website, and the department’s 

blog as she illustrated the day’s grammar and vocabulary points. She complimented the 

course’s in-class softcover workbook, noting that she was able to cover the day’s lesson 

plan as described in the calendar of the departmental Spanish 1442 Syllabus (see Appendix 

D). 

 The learning process for Claire did not merely consist of technology training; 

however, reflection seemed to help her grow. In terms of training, she stated:  

We already have so much that’s going on in the classroom, sometimes I question 

whether it’s worth it to go out of my way to learn how to use the extra pieces of 

technology because I’m not teaching an online class.  

She shared that she would like to see “if the Department offered a workshop that explored 

those extra possibilities instead of just, ‘this is how you set up your grade book and this is 

how you let your students do their homework,’ instead ‘this is what is available already to 

you and this is how to use it.’” She indicated that it looked like the department was offering 

minimum training, and she wanted either more instruction or better angles on the same 

training.  

In terms of reflection, the tone in her voice and some of her expressions during the 

interview told me that she benefited from the interview process. Claire was a recent 

Master’s degree graduate from this department. She learned to teach from her experience 

as a graduate teaching assistant with this program. It was evident she desired more than 

what the department can offer her. Her students were markedly engaged with her teaching 

method, in part due to her mix of old and new techniques. 
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Diana 

 Diana’s reality in the classroom dealt with two challenges: use of time and 

frustration with her itinerancy. She said she loves classrooms with a lot of technology, 

sharing, “We just walked in and the light goes on by itself. When I put the computer on, 

everything just comes on, and we get going. It’s like right there. We don’t waste any time.” 

She was talking about the Business Building, where the technology is very automatic and 

easy to use. However, because she has had such positive experience with buildings like that, 

when she had “to go from one [classroom] to the other during the same day [and the 

technologies differ], it’s a little bit frustrating because I feel like I’m wasting time when I 

use only traditional method. I don’t get to do much.” Figures 4-18 and 4-19 show Diana’s 

classroom technology for one of her classes. 

 

Figure 4-18 Diana’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of her classrooms. 
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Figure 4-19 Diana’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 

 

It appeared that the changes in technology available in different classrooms affect the way 

in which she taught the same lesson plan, as indicated by the French 1441 Syllabus (see 

Appendix F), multiple times in a day. 

 Her knowledge of YouTube and the textbook’s interactive website seemed to be her 

strength, aside from her engaging conversations with students during class. Diana used 

“YouTube to show a lot of things about the culture of the language that I’m teaching… 

Sometimes we watch movies.” During the observation, she used YouTube and the 

textbook’s website to show cultural and conversational aspects of the French-speaking 

world. She showed clips of people engaging in simple questions and answers, and then had 

her students repeat the small conversations to each other after the clip. She also used the 

video clips to correct their pronunciation. 

 Diana said she refined her teaching skills through a combination of training and trial 

and error. She shared:  
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Sometimes it’s like that, like, “ok, this one, I still have to play with it a little more and 

see,” but some, I really understand and know how to use and so on, but it’s good that 

the university provides training, and we do go to training every so often.  

Diana stated that she could learn on her own through experimentation. She also likes to 

attend workshops offered by the university. It was noteworthy that she is the first one to 

use the term “we” for herself and her coworkers. Diana is a very interactive instructor who 

uses both technology and traditional methods to teach her students about French culture, 

grammar, and pronunciation. It was evident she wants them to experience the language 

and the people via the Internet. 

Karla 

 Karla’s reality was comprised of challenges like use of time, frustration, computer 

volume controls, and waste of space. She preferred to use technology because it is “more 

efficient, more time-saving.” When she was forced to rely on traditional method only, she 

explained “I’ll just summarize what I want to say with the grammar point up, and I usually 

write that on the board. So it takes more time because I’m having to write things on the 

board.” She found it “frustrating to go to a classroom that does not have a working 

projector screen or sound on the computer because we rely so much on those things for a 

normal class period” since she shows video clips of every day French television among 

other things. When she was a graduate teaching assistant and had to observe faculty during 

their classes, she witnessed their troubles, lamenting “it’s almost always with the sound 

feature.” Figures 4-20 and 4-21 show Karla’s classroom technology for one of her classes. 
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Figure 4-20 Karla’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of her classrooms. 

 

 

Figure 4-21 Karla’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 

 

In terms of institutional use of classroom space, she brought up an issue, “that there maybe 

only one white board or one chalkboard that gets covered by the projector . . . wasting 
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space. So, having multiple chalkboards or even a projector screen that doesn’t cover 

chalkboard placement, I think is really key.” Typically, the majority of classrooms have the 

screen pulling down over the chalkboard, limiting to instructors as they use both resources 

concurrently. 

 Her knowledge of YouTube and her comfort level with technology use was 

important to her as she faced itinerancy. For Karla, “everything that I need is either in my 

inbox and I can pull it up on the computer . . . or it’s on YouTube, or it’s on a different 

website that I’m using for classroom instruction.” Her ability to use those resources 

minimized the challenge that she had to change classrooms hourly. She was aware that “I 

think I am of the generation that we are a little bit more hands on with technology because 

we have been using it for so long; so, I was very comfortable getting on the computer.” Her 

ease with technology is a staple of her teaching style. During the observation, she used 

different Internet resources like YouTube and the textbook’s website, which is included in 

the French 1441-1442 Syllabus (see Appendix G), to engage students with fill-in-the-blank 

activities and a little bit of chalkboard work. Her students seemed to appreciate her 

flexibility and multiple methods of instructional approach. 

 Some of the training as a graduate teaching assistant and as a lecturer has assisted 

her learning process. She shared:  

We have a year of observation . . . I would observe how other professors were using 

technology in their classrooms with the materials that we all had and follow in their 

steps or take bits and pieces of what they were doing and apply it when I was trying 

to figure out how to use my online stuff.  

She also added:  
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For some things, some of the professional tools, like setting up our grade book 

online, or setting our Centro website, which is part of our curriculum with McGraw-

Hill, we have had representatives from the company come. They have done one-day 

workshops.  

However, she was not content with this amount of training, believing that having online 

professional development could assist her growth and the department’s quality. She was 

one of the younger language instructors in the department. As a millennial, she identified 

with the students and their need for instruction through technology; and students liked her 

approachability. She also expressed a never-ending thirst for knowledge that she did not 

feel like it was being met. 

Hannah 

 Hannah pointed out two struggles in her reality: waste of space and region 

conversion on DVDs. She felt it was a waste of space when, in the classroom:  

You either have a blackboard or you have the screen that you have to pull down . . . I’m 

going back and forth, off the projector. Then, I write on the board when I need to what I 

need to write on the board. As soon as I’m done, I pull the screen down, and I go back to my 

Power Point or whatever we want to do at the time.  Figures 4-22 and 4-23 show Hannah’s 

classroom technology for one of her classes. 
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Figure 4-22 Hannah’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in 

one of her classrooms. 

 

 

Figure 4-23 Hannah’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 
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It was a great inconvenience to her that the university does not remedy this 

situation in every classroom.  Found in this classroom, a transparency projector was still 

available but largely ignored by teacher and students. Figure 4-24 shows the outdated 

equipment. 

 

Figure 4-24 Hanna’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the transparency projector 
found in the same classroom. 

 
The other unique challenge related to region conversion on DVDs. As a German instructor, 

she said she:  

Would like to have a way to show more German movies [but] they are Region 2. 

Here, they are Region 1 and we don’t have a converter. I have to go to the lab, they 

have to convert it, and then, with a lot of luck, it works.  

Hannah opined that every foreign language department should have one. 
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Her knowledge of YouTube helped her cause because “on YouTube, you find some, 

but not necessarily the ones you want to show.” YouTube assisted her to show some clips 

of a limited number of German movies. She had to buy in Germany the ones she really 

wanted to show. The other tools she used extensively in the classroom are Blackboard and 

the Power Point. She shared, “I do the intensive [course] and I use Blackboard for 

everything, for Power Points, course materials, to communicate with my students.” 

Hannah’s willingness to use classroom technology greatly enhances her students’ 

experience; but she wished the department could help more. 

The information for students to access the websites was readily included in the 

German 1441-1442 Syllabus (see Appendix I). During the observation, she was inside her 

Blackboard account the entire time, because all the files she needs to illustrate grammatical 

points are uploaded there. She showed two presentations about German expressions and 

German caricatures to give a glimpse of everyday life. She also incorporated the chalkboard 

to cover material about verb conjugations and pronunciation. 

 Hannah and her learning process were greatly assisted by a colleague. She stated, “if 

I didn’t have that colleague as a mentor, who was also an adjunct, I would have been much 

slower to adjust to technology in the classroom.” She also said her colleague taught her 

everything about technology that she needed to know to be successful in and out of the 

classroom, since she was a late hire to supervise the German section of the department. She 

wished “there were some classes . . . workshops for people who just started out here.” 

Hannah craved more professional development for language instructors, appearing to be 

hungry for growth. 
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Daniel 

 Daniel’s reality had two challenges that he would like to see fixed in the near future: 

access and technology upgrades. He said, “I need to be able to access the Internet. The 

Internet is the key, and the faster I can get to that and the faster it moves, I’m happy.” 

Figures 4-25 and 4-26 show Daniel’s classroom technology for one of his classes. 

 

Figure 4-25 Daniel’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the projector and screen in one 

of her classrooms. 
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Figure 4-26 Daniel’s classroom photograph. This figure shows the desktop computer monitor, 

keyboard, and a document camera in same classroom. 

 
However, sometimes he did have issues since the “bandwidth here is ridiculous. It takes 

forever for things to download…[It is takes time to log on,] especially in the morning 

whenever everybody is logging on at the same time.” He thought the university “could 

probably rewire [buildings].” He went on to not that he “would prefer outlets pretty much 

in the floor everywhere so that kids can plug in and charge so they don’t have to do that 

because I’ve got cables running up and down where they are sitting.” He had many ideas for 

campus-wide improvement that would make faculty, staff, and student affairs more 

practical. 

 His knowledge of the Internet and Power Point software benefitted him and his 

German-teaching coworkers. Also, his comfort level with technology is noteworthy. He 

used YouTube because there were “videos, there’s other media that I can pull up, movies, 

most anything else,” and “I use Power Point [presentations], which I have created for the 

department,” which every German instructor used in his or her class. The German 1441 

Syllabus (see Appendix H) showed the websites that students could use to find the 

presentations and other resources. His comfort level with technology and his extensive 
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experience with using the traditional method of teaching gave him the ability to adapt to 

whichever classroom and whatever situation at a moment’s notice. He shared, “I have 

enough experience that if I can’t use Blackboard, if I can’t get into the computer, I just use 

normal . . . chalk.” During the observation, he used Blackboard and Power Point 

presentations to illustrate a grammatical point and talk about cultural topics like politics 

and religion. He also used Microsoft Word to pull up a map of Germany to point out 

regional differences, resulting in students who were very engaged and inquisitive. 

 He believed his learning process is ongoing. The only training he pointed out was for 

Blackboard, “I took some courses in [it] when we transferred from the old whatever it was 

to the new Blackboard.” He was a life-long learner who was not intimidated by new ideas 

and technology; to the contrary, he seeks out the challenge. He thought people are always 

adding to their knowledge base. It seemed his students gravitate to him because he made 

them feel like they taught him as much as he taught them. That learning process was a two-

way street. 

Themes 

 After analyzing the participants’ reality, knowledge, and learning, the current 

section explores themes related to social constructivism’s three assumptions. The three 

most common themes for reality were use of time, access, and frustration. When talking 

about use of time, I also include topics such as waste of time, and time efficiency and 

inefficiency.  The theme of use of time was mentioned in some way by seven out of the 10 

participants as a major challenge when it came to dealing with technology and their 

itinerancy. The theme of access, often expressed in terms of lack of access, was encountered 

in some way in five of the 10 participants as a major obstacle in dealing with technology 
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and their feeling of effectiveness in the classroom. Finally, the theme of frustration 

overlapped many other themes; but I decided to make it its own theme due to its 

prevalence throughout the interviews. Frustration with technology was found in four of the 

10 participants as a major sentiment that is never ameliorated by the department or the 

university because of the instructor’s lack of voice.  

 As for knowledge, the two most common themes were YouTube and Power Point 

software. The YouTube theme includes teaching, learning, and entertainment purposes. 

This theme was mentioned in nine of the 10 participants as a major tool that faculty uses to 

better illustrate cultural and linguistic aspects of Spanish, French, and German. In addition, 

the theme of Power Point was cited by seven of the 10 participants as an instrument to 

facilitate many types of visual content. This particular theme seems to be a critical part of 

the mix between technology and traditional methods of teaching. 

 Variety in statements regarding learning processes brought great insight into the 

way in which these itinerant, adjunct language instructors absorb information and grow. 

The two most common themes were training and what I referred to as subconscious 

learning. The theme of training encompasses any moment of learning in which an 

instructor learns through a workshop or from social interaction with awareness of the 

learning that took place. This theme was found in eight of the 10 participants as either a 

significant or insignificant moment of learning. The theme of subconscious learning refers 

to the moment when learning is happening, but the participant is not aware of the event 

and his/her growth. This theme was noticed in six of the 10 participants. 
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Question #3: Under the Microscope 

 Social constructivism takes place during social interaction. It is a learning method 

that aids in absorbing new ideas and concepts from an ever-changing society. Question 3 

from the interview guide was created for this study to find answers to the second research 

question: How do these adjunct language instructors adapt to varied technology access? 

The resulting data revealed some expected factors, a few surprising ones, and what seemed 

like a glaring trend between language sections. The answers to Question 3 were analyzed 

one participant at a time, similar to my approach to social constructivism. I believe these 

particular answers to be were critical to the extent that they revealed participants’ learning 

methods. 

Elizabeth 

 Elizabeth showed a certain level of subconscious learning because she expressed 

conflicting views, believing she learns on her own and from others. She shared experiences, 

noting “I’ve been assisted sometimes by people who take care of our systems.” She also 

reported that she get “information from other teachers.” Along these lines, she noted “if I 

see somebody saving a bunch of time or someone else has a neat program or something we 

trade off with associates, expressing her socially constructive process of learning. To 

solidify this point she said, “mostly I learn by doing, and what’s the most efficient for me.”  

Anna 

 Anna was a very hands-on instructor who embraced technology to make it easier on 

herself; her students were well engaged because of it. She claimed she and her husband 

learn mostly by trial and error. She shared:  
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The have a projector that we used to have to connect to the computer and make 

everything operate from there so that we could project our Power Points and so 

forth. And so, I learned a lot of that apart from the university.  

She went on to explain that University support like “OIT people have told me how to plug it 

in and what to do and so forth . . . Classroom Support came out and showed me how to do 

things. She went on to assert, “I don’t think I’ve learned anything from any of them.”  

She has learned plenty from Internet resources like YouTube. Anna mentioned: 

There’s some other things that I want to learn how to do and my solution will be to 

go to YouTube and find instructions, because you can find something on YouTube 

for everything you could possible want to do. And so, if I need to know how to do 

something else, that’s where I would go.  

It appeared she is not only a hands-on learner, but also preferred the computer-mediated 

instruction and trying to solve things herself to other methods. 

Olivia 

 Olivia was one of the younger instructors in the department. She frequently used the 

Internet for personal and professional purposes. She shared, “The Internet is just trial and 

error at home.” She learned to “use stuff like the projector . . . I guess trial and error . . . I 

don’t know that anybody has taught me how to [do that].” She explained that she “just kind 

of picked up how to.” One way in which she has learned from her environment was from 

her students during class. Olivia stated:  

“You know how something will pop up and it’ll be, like, “you need to…” it’ll pop up a 

message. I’ll be like, “what does that say?” and the students will say, “oh you have to 

do this, this, and this.” I often have students tell me what I need to do.”  
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Evidently, she was learning from her students who are from the generation of the digital 

natives. Some instructors may mind learning from student due to fear of being perceived as 

unprepared or unorganized; but she thought, “if students are able to help me to more 

quickly get it solved, that’s good with me.” Her open-minded attitude allowed her to 

connect with students and have a mutually beneficial learning experience. 

Danielle 

 Danielle was an autonomous learner. She liked to learn by “pretty much discovering 

things on my own” through “trial and error.” When it came to textbook software training, 

she admitted she has had some workshop experience. She said, “Well, the technology that 

we use in our department . . . we’ve had a little . . . I’ve been to two training sessions.” In 

addition, Danielle shared an experience from her non-collegiate teaching days, 

commenting:  

I attended maybe like one workshop a month on Power Point and it taught me how 

to use Power Point in your classroom . . . and then also how to do more advanced 

things with [it] like adding animation, adding sounds, those sorts of things.  

This type of training may be considered social in nature because she learned from an 

instructor, and perhaps from her classmates; however, she insisted she has added to that 

knowledge by experimenting on her own and daily use. Her use of YouTube started “just 

for my own entertainment. I like to watch videos on [it],” and she believed, “I taught myself.” 

She currently uses that knowledge to teach her students.  

Chase 

 Chase was also one of the younger instructors in the department. Even though he 

was a digital native, he found it stressful to learn without assistance. He shared, “I haven’t 
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been assisted. I meditate everyday and I have to because that’s how I stay nimble mentally 

and am able to respond spontaneously to different situations.” He taught himself, often 

“using resources from the Internet on how to make [activities] in Power Point.” He talked 

about his experience in a graduate school class that taught him considerably, noting:  

I might ask a classmate, if I see something that I like in their Power Point like, 

“how’d you do that effect?” or something . . . [but], ever since then . . . I haven’t had 

any other similar opportunities for training or for even just sharing.  

Despite the lack of resource sharing, Chase had created opportunities to learn from 

coworkers. He mentioned, “I try to . . . as much as I can, talk to coworkers about what they 

do and what works for them, and what activities and handouts and use of technology is 

helpful for them.” He said he went as far as putting himself in the path of the Department 

Chair “to communicate to her” his desire for growth and sharing of ideas and resources. 

Chase was a solitary learner out of necessity. He craved knowledge and professional 

growth, taking advantage of social situations to absorb colleagues’ ideas and going out of 

his way to create those opportunities for potential conflict with people. 

Claire 

 Claire was a young instructor who graduated from this program. She knows most 

members of the department well and has experience teaching at lower levels of education. 

As such, her social and professional network was extensive, and she took advantage of it. 

She shared her comfort level with her supervisor, noting, “if I don’t know how to use 

something . . . she has showed me some different things that you can do with Blackboard.” 

In addition, she learned to use Power Point and Microsoft by “trying or having to use it 

during school.” She added, “I think a lot of it, I just learned through students or other 
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instructors.” She further explained her experience, noting, “I think that’s how I’ve learned 

most of what I know about technology. It’s more through friends and seeing the teachers I 

had, use it.” In regards to formal university-offered training opportunities, Claire said she 

has “only gone to one but I know that they are available.” She continued along these lines, 

explaining:  

We already have so much that’s going on in the classroom, sometimes I question 

whether it’s worth it to go out of my way to learn how to use the extra pieces of 

technology because I’m not teaching an online class.  

She felt her network was enough, detailing an experience she had when she was an 

undergraduate student which helped her, “because I was in the Honors College when I did 

my undergraduate degree here, I had to attend a couple of classes on how to present, how 

to use Power Point effectively.” Lastly, as part of the Master’s program offered by the 

department, she:  

Did get to see, a couple of times, where, say, you’d get to class, and the teacher I was 

observing realized that the computer wasn’t working and they would have to adjust. 

Being like, “oh! I was going to do Power Point today. Never mind that.”  

However, she admitted instructors are learning as they prepare for classes and teach them. 

She said, “They’re just doing it,” referring to the self-training and use of Power Point 

software. 

Diana 

 Diana had not been with the department for long, so her experience was a little 

limited. Because of that, she said:  
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I am always asking questions . . . to my colleagues, for example. If there’s anything I 

don’t understand, I don’t know how to use, or something new, I always bug them to 

teach me how to do it, and if they don’t, I go to somebody else until I find who knows 

how to do it.  

She is inquisitive and persistent, adding, “We help each other out. They are pretty nice and 

we are a good team.” Diana knew her limitations, but used the help of colleagues to learn 

and grow for her benefit and that of her students. 

 Self-training and formal university-sponsored workshops were also part of her 

learning process. She explained:  

Sometimes it’s like that, like, “ok, this one, I still have to play with it a little more and 

see,” but some I really understand and know how to use and so on, but it’s good that 

the university provides training, and we do go to training every so often.”  

She took advantage of other opportunities as she had “been to some workshops also from 

different campuses.” Diana was an adjunct instructor at another college in the area and 

participated in workshops offered there. Diana evidently used her social skills to find 

prospective situations for growth as an instructor. 

Karla 

 Karla was also a young instructor who graduated from this program and knew 

everyone in the department. As such, she opined, “Our department doesn’t do anything as 

far as professional development once you become an adjunct that I know of.” However, she 

was aware that she was:  
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Of the generation that we are a little bit more hands on with technology because we 

have been using it for so long; so I was very comfortable getting on the computer, 

logging in with my NetID, setting up my Blackboard course shell.  

Karla believed “instructors who are veteran teachers . . . could really benefit from the 

[workshops department] to come in here . . . and doing just a run-through tutorial on 

Blackboard” and other software. Describing her approach, she noted, “I’m pretty self-

motivated to find that stuff on my own.” With respect to the benefits of her social circle, she 

added, “what was most helpful to me was talking to my colleagues, other lecturers, other 

adjuncts, and they would explain to me how they had gotten those things set up.” 

 Other training opportunities like the textbook editors and her graduate teaching 

assistantship (GTA) also helped her with the learning process. Karla stated:  

For some things, some of the professional tools, like setting up our grade book 

online, or setting our Centro website, which is part of our curriculum with McGraw-

Hill, we have had representatives from the company come. They have done one-day 

workshops.  

In addition, during her year of observation as a GTA, she:  

Would observe how other professors were using technology in their classrooms 

with the materials that we all had and follow in their steps or take bits and pieces of 

what they were doing and apply it when I was trying to figure out how to use my 

online stuff.  

It was evident that Karla used her generational abilities, training, and her social circle to 

improve her teaching skills. 
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Hannah 

 Hannah had been at this university for a short time because she was hired late to 

step in to be lower-level German section supervisor. She described how a colleague 

provided much needed assistance: 

She is younger than I am, and she loved Macs. And so, she introduced me first to the 

Mac because I had never had a Mac before, and then she introduced me how to use 

the technology and it took me a year. If I didn’t have that colleague as a mentor, who 

was also an adjunct, I would have been much slower to adjust to technology in the 

classroom . . . It was all her . . . and she was very patient with me. 

According to Hannah, there was not much support “for people who just started out here” by 

the university in regard to adaptation to classroom technologies. 

 She did say there were workshops she attended for Blackboard training, but she 

wished “they were offering coming to our offices and do [specific departments] or the 

German office and do one hour with us, so we can do our language-specific questions.” 

When she went to one training session, “it was long and you had to wait until the 

instructors came to you and you could ask them your specific questions. That’s why I’m 

thinking maybe an appointment or something would be easier.” Hannah was markedly 

unhappy with the lack of proper training by the university and the department. The only 

assistance that really benefitted her was that of her colleague. She learned most with one-

on-one training opportunities and felt that her colleague was her only source of such 

knowledge. She craved more social interaction for professional growth to be a better 

instructor. 
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Daniel 

 Daniel was a foreign-language-teaching veteran. He said he has taught traditionally 

and with technology. He shared, “I took some courses in Blackboard when we transferred 

from the old whatever it was to the new Blackboard,” but his method of learning mostly, he 

said, “it’s just a matter of trial and error. You just do.” It looked like he was not intimated by 

technology and enjoyed the challenge of facing new things. Despite his thirst for 

experimenting on his own, he welcomed social situations where others can teach him. In 

regards to his colleagues, he stated, “we help each other, we do,” and he was not shy about 

learning from his students, “if you think technology, if you ask for help, ask your students 

first. They’ll probably help you more than anybody else.”  

He was very aware he teaches digital natives, and he made them his first resource 

for learning new technologies. In addition, he stated he likes getting help from his wife who 

is “a computer nut.” He believed that “once you get the basics down, all you are doing is 

adding to that.” Daniel utilizes every resource at his disposal without reservation. His social 

interaction with family, friends, colleagues, and students was always another opportunity 

to learn from them. It is worth noting that when my interview with him was about to begin, 

he was very inquisitive about the software and hardware I was going to use to record the 

interview. While I am not an active part of his social circle, he was not timid about learning 

from me. 

Collective Analysis 

 While all instructors had their different methods of learning to adapt to various 

technologies, whether via independent trial and error or social inquiry, they all did 

whatever they need to do in order to be successful in the classroom. They aimed for 
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effectiveness and efficiency for the benefit of their students. As adjuncts, they all had to be 

independent to the extent they felt was least time-wasting. As Elizabeth shared, “I learn by 

doing,” and Olivia commented, “I guess just trial and error . . . I don’t know that anybody 

has taught me how to.” Additionally, Danielle said, “everything that I know how to do on the 

computer, I pretty much taught myself.” However, consciously or subconsciously, they all 

learned from others. Karla said, “I would observe how other professors were using 

technology in their classroom,” and Anna stated, “There’s some other things that I want to 

learn how to do and my solution will be to go to YouTube and find instructions.” Also, 

Daniel noted, “I took some courses in Blackboard when we transferred [software].” 

Social and professional circles were great ways to absorb new ideas and knowledge, 

but the Internet was a critical resource for all of them in one way or another, whether via 

Google, YouTube, textbook website, Blackboard, or blog. Anna shared, “I do use to show 

them some videos on YouTube,” and Chase revealed, “The Jeopardy game that I made, I 

Google researched how to do that.” Furthermore, Daniel indicated, “there’s other videos 

that I can pull up, movies, most anything else” with the Internet. Evidently, these language 

instructors utilized the World Wide Web for training, finding ideas for classroom practice, 

and to expose their students to foreign languages and their cultures from the comfort of a 

computer as best they could. 

One glaring and most interesting difference between some of the participants was 

their admission of assistance by others. The Spanish-section instructors who participated 

in this study felt they were very independent and learn on their own, while the French- and 

German-teaching participants were noticeably aware of the help they get from one another, 

while still learning on their own. Spanish instructors shared commonality in statements 
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like, “I learn by doing,” “I don’t know that anybody has taught me,” “I taught myself,” “I 

research it on my own.” French and German instructors said, “we help each other out . . . we 

are a good team,” “we have a year of observation,” “if I didn’t have that colleague as a 

mentor,” and, “we help each other out.” I believe this was a significant finding because it 

provides a glimpse into the minds of adjunct language instructors and a department’s 

environment of learning for growth and professional development purposes. 

Summary 

 Chapter Four presented individual and group analyses of the ten participants’ 

answers as they shared their experiences as itinerant, adjunct language instructors at the 

university, and provided insight into how they adapt to the various levels of technology in 

the classroom. It is clear that their learning process includes a social aspect for some of 

them as they acquire new ideas. The participants showed their unique perspectives and 

perceptions on the subject of technology use in the classroom, and how it helps or hurts 

teaching and learning processes. In the final chapter, offered are a summary of my study, 

conclusions, and recommendations for future research opportunities that will benefit the 

growth of the under-studied subject of the itinerant adjunct experience. This should 

encourage administrators, faculty, and staff to be more informed to better serve the adjunct, 

and most importantly, the student experience. It is important to understand the most 

current adjunct perspective as they make up the largest population of university faculty.  
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Chapter 5 

Summary, Conclusions, Study Implications, Recommendations, and Final Reflections 

 In this final chapter, I include a summary of my study and recognize implications for 

research, theory, and practice. I make recommendations for future studies based on my 

findings. The chapter closes with my final reflections. 

Summary of the Study 

 The purpose of this study was to shed light on the pragmatic experiences of 

itinerant adjunct language instructors at the collegiate level and their adaptation to a 

challenge they face constantly with emphasis upon their adaptation to differing classroom 

technologies. This was an exploratory study aimed at assembling these instructors’ 

experiences via one-on-one interviews, class observations, and document collection, 

including photographs of the classroom technology available to them. 

Theory of Learning 

 In order to better comprehend the challenges related to adaptation to classroom 

technologies and the itinerant nature of the adjunct instructor’s job, the theory of social 

constructivism was applied as the framework for my study. This theory was selected 

because its assumptions hold that individuals seek understanding of the world in which 

they live and work, develop subjective, multiples realities or meanings of their experiences 

through social interaction and cultural norms (Creswell, 2009). 

Methodology 

 My study was qualitative and used a multiple case study approach to gather data 

from multiple participants who have an issue in common. The case study method (Denzin 
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& Lincoln, 1994) was the best fit for the study because the objective was to interpret 

itinerant, adjunct language instructor’s experiences with classroom technology as they 

make sense of them. This approach helped greatly in focusing on one participant at a time 

to gain an in-depth understanding of their learning processes. Additionally, it was ideal for 

performing a cross-case comparison to find commonalities and differences. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

 The data needed and collected for the study concentrated on the thick, rich accounts 

of 10 itinerant, adjunct language instructors explaining their experiences with classroom 

technology and their adaptations to it. Three methods of collection were employed: 

interviews, class observations, and document collection. This triangulation enhanced the 

validity of the information gathered (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). The compilation of 

photographs of each participant’s classroom technology aimed to provide a visual of 

available resources during class time. The one-on-one interviews provided the most critical 

information as participants opened up about their perspective on daily tasks, challenges, 

and their way of dealing with them. The results of the study should provide greatly needed 

insight into their daily professional lives, since most literature on adjuncts lacks their input. 

Summary of the Findings 

 The goal of this study was to gain insight on the classroom experiences of itinerant, 

adjunct language instructors and how they adapt to different levels of classroom 

technology. As an organizational feature, I compare participants’ statements based on 

identified themes using the lens of social constructivism, and it assumptions—reality, 

knowledge and learning (Creswell, 2009).  
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Reality 

Creswell (2009) stated, “meanings are constructed by human beings as they engage 

with the world they are interpreting” (p. 9). Furthermore, Denzin and Lincoln (1994) 

shared the theory assumes there are numerous realities. This assumption is important 

because the perception of each participant’s reality is different and unique and is affected 

by social interactions with others. Participants should continue to proactively prepare 

multiple lesson plans, one with technology and one traditional, in order to be mentally 

ready for any classroom setting they encounter. This should help them use their class time 

more efficiently and not feel unprepared when they encounter a classroom with an 

unexpected level of technology.  

They need to learn to cope with the inconsistencies of a large university and its 

shortcomings, since budgets are not equal across campus or university systems. As for the 

itinerant nature of their profession, the large universities must accommodate thousands of 

classes across campus. Many faculty members end up teaching classes all over campus. 

Because not much that can be done about that, adjuncts need to be prepared to be efficient 

with their time and walking routes in order to be most successful with this matter. While 

each informant makes sense from his/her own reality, there was a commonality in 

statements. Participants faced time constraints, technology limitations, and frustrations 

with the same. 

Time constraints. This is one of the most prominent themes found during data 

analysis. Whether it was waste of time of use of time, participants expressed the consistent 

challenge of having to fit numerous activities into a 50-minutes class sessions, three times 

per week. Some participants found they could not show movies during class so they 
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resorted to the Internet in order to show clips of cultural events. Some of them found 

technology useful because it is helpful to avoid writing on the chalkboard, which they felt 

was time wasting. Participants also viewed their itinerancy as time limiting since it takes 

great effort and time to travel to a different classroom building every 50 minutes. They all 

have their own routines and systems to assist their attempt at efficiency. A few participants 

expressed they invite student input when certain technology features fail to operate 

properly. These participants say they are happy to learn from their students. 

 Technological limitations. This theme came in many different forms: lack of access, 

assistance from OIT, volume features, and lack of technology. Some participants expressed 

frustration when sharing stories about having no Internet or experiencing computer login 

issues. They said it throws their entire lesson plan off. When they did have access, 

participants still faced challenges like faulty software and unresponsive volume controls. 

Participants said they were satisfied with OIT/Classroom Support, but those offices never 

helped them become self-sufficient. The challenge with volume controls was a popular one 

among participants. They disliked having this challenge disrupt their teaching because it 

often prevented them from showing cultural, grammar, and vocabulary videos. Lastly, 

participants have no control over classroom assignments and they expressed their 

displeasure with being assigned to rooms with no technology because it limits their 

teaching methods and opportunities. 

Knowledge 

 According to Creswell (2009), “humans engage with their world and make sense of 

their historical and social perspective-- we are all born into a world of meaning bestowed 

upon us by our culture” (p. 9). This is a critical assumption because the participants’ reality 
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and its social situations and interactions generate the knowledge required to negotiate 

with that reality.  

 The participants’ reality and interactions with others create the knowledge 

necessary to work through their experiences. Participants use their knowledge of 

PowerPoint software and YouTube to deliver the content material to their students. 

 PowerPoint. Nine out of 10 participants with various levels of proficiency utilized 

this software program. No matter their skill level, they used it extensively to present their 

students with new information. This technological tool helped them stay on track with the 

syllabus, be efficient, and help other instructors. Because time was their biggest challenge, 

these participants expressed that PowerPoint software assisted them in explaining most 

grammar points in half the time than if they had taught without it. On the other hand, the 

sole participant that did not use PowerPoint clearly stated she didn’t use it because she is 

not comfortable with it. She had obtained feedback from students who had negative 

perceptions of instructors who used the software. 

 YouTube. This Internet video tool assisted participants in teaching and their own 

learning process. They said they used it to illustrate certain cultural and linguistic features 

of the target language. Participants were very active in utilizing YouTube to show videos 

and play songs to train students’ listening and observation skills; some participants 

showed elation from obtaining positive feedback from their students who appreciated this 

use of technology for their benefit. A different use of YouTube was welcomed and practiced 

by a few participants. They experienced learning from the Internet tool and became better 

instructors because of it. One instructor who was discontent with her ability to show 
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movies in class due to time constraints and other barriers shared her pleasure with playing 

short clips from YouTube to immerse students into the language she taught. 

Learning 

 Learning occurs when people interact with others in different types of social events 

Creswell (2009). This process helps individuals grow by observing and listening to people 

around them and how they deal with various life challenges.  

 Creswell (2009) also indicated, “the basic generation of meaning is always social 

and arising in and out of interaction with a human community” (p. 9). The process of 

learning comes from “cognitive dissonance, or the uncomfortable tension that comes from 

holding two conflicting thoughts at the same time . . . It serves as a driving force that 

compels the mind to acquire new thoughts or to modify existing beliefs” (Thomas, Menon, 

Boruff, Rodriguez, & Ahmed, 2014, p. 4). Participants should be more willing to attend 

training workshops and should speak to the department chair about working with the 

faculty development office to create foreign-language-specific workshops to improve their 

skills. Lastly, Spanish-section participants should make an effort to share resources so they 

can learn from each other. The department could be more active in creating a variety of sit-

down sessions to do so; this could work with language-specific sessions as well as cross-

sectional opportunities so instructors can learn different tactics that can work across 

languages. The participants benefitted from formal university-sponsored training, as well 

as the informal sharing of ideas. At times, they also relied on themselves to learn new 

teaching strategies. 

 University-Sponsored Training. This method of learning was limited. Participants 

expressed displeasure in this because they were eager for more. Some of them spoke of a 
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technology workshop where representatives from the company who created the textbook 

visited to answer questions about the new edition that was just released. However, they 

said it was a short and rare occurrence. While two participants spoke of attending 

university-sponsored trainings offered outside of the department, many of them 

communicated a desire for the department to bring in training opportunities from other 

sources. Their frustration related to attending inefficient workshops where the format did 

not meet their needs. Their main frustration came from being improperly trained to handle 

the different types of hardware and software that can be found in various classroom 

building across the campus. 

 Informal Sharing of Ideas. This method of learning was also very limited to certain 

language instructors. Some participants expressed that they sought some level of sharing, 

while others were more independent. Trading off handouts and methods in different ways 

was mentioned as a common occurrence. Also, they mentioned helping each other with 

tasks they found challenging in Blackboard and other software. 

 Self-Reliance. Self-reliance was the most common learning method mentioned by 

participants. They said their itinerancy and differences in teaching schedules forced them 

to do so. They voiced that they found themselves learning via YouTube while preparing a 

lesson plan at home and via trial and error during class and at home. Two participants 

talked about using the Internet for self-entertainment, but then found an idea to use for 

class. They used it in the classroom and it was well received by students. 

Conclusions 

 Social constructivism (Creswell, 2009) and its three assumptions-- reality, 

knowledge, and learning-- help shed light on the experiences of itinerant, adjunct language 
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instructors in regards to technology integration in the classroom and their adaptation 

process. The research conducted and data obtained should supplement the existing, limited 

knowledge about adjunct instructors and their daily struggles. This study exposed the 

following conclusions about the participants’ reality, knowledge, and learning. Participants 

should continue to seek professional growth and be aware of the potential of sharing ideas 

and resources with fellow instructors. They should also find avenues to input their ideas to 

improve the adjunct situation for future betterment and social change on campus. 

Study Implications and Recommendations for Future Research 

 The findings from this study delivered useful information on the experiences of 

itinerant, adjunct language instructors as they adapt to different levels of classroom 

technology. My findings should be helpful to other adjuncts at this university as well as all 

across the nation, where they may be facing the same type of challenges. Furthermore, 

departmental and university administrators who read this should learn new things that 

may assist them in understanding their adjunct faculty and, perhaps, implement change. As 

this study was exploratory in nature, it should help generate ideas for the areas of research, 

theory, and practice. The theory of social constructivism was ideal for this study as it is a 

learning theory. Its assumptions-- reality, knowledge, and learning-- helped expose many of 

the challenges these instructors have in the classroom. 

Research 

 This qualitative multiple case study was intended to enhance the body of knowledge 

in regards to adjunct instructors and their daily challenges. It delivered pertinent and 

significant data about their itinerancy and their adaptation to different levels of classroom 

technology. Additionally, it included a glimpse into their perceptions of their students’ 
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levels of knowledge and use of the technology. The data gathered should interest other 

adjunct instructors, higher education administrators, departmental staff, and, perhaps, K-

12 administrators and substitute teachers as they may deal with similar issues as a result 

of their nomadic jobs. The findings of this exploratory study should provide brainstorming 

material to improve the working conditions of the largest instructional population in 

higher education. My motivation to pursue this study originated from a wish to learn about 

adjunct instructors and their day-to-day challenges. As an adjunct instructor myself at the 

time, I noticed this population does not get the attention it deserves to provide input to 

improve the college experience, and, most importantly, the curriculum. I wanted to provide 

them with an opportunity to reach out to other adjunct instructors and any administrators 

willing to listen. 

Theory 

 Full grasp of the social constructivism theory is important as it focuses on an 

individual’s perspective as opposed to groupthink. Every adjunct instructor’s experience is 

unique based on his/her reality, knowledge, and learning methods. Some commonalities in 

perspectives and experiences can be found and these can assist administrators implement 

ideas to improve an academic department’s policies and procedures, as well as curriculum. 

The different perspectives will also help other adjunct instructors by borrowing some of 

the methods used by the participants.  

Other theories exist that are similar, but upon careful review, call for different 

methods, therefore may produce different findings that may not inform a department’s 

decision making. However, administrators are encouraged to listen to adjuncts using social 

constructivism or any other theory they believe best fits the goal of their own research. 
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They should aim to look for ways to improve a department’s atmosphere by making 

adjunct instructors feel a certain level of inclusion and commitment from the university. 

Practice 

 The case study offers richness in day-to-day experiences of itinerant, adjunct 

language instructors. The qualitative discoveries emphasized how critical their use of class 

time, the technology resources available, and their lack of training of the same are to be 

successful in and out of the classroom. Awareness and comprehension of their daily 

challenges and needs may go a long way in improving the relationship between adjunct 

instructors and higher education administration. Adjunct instructors may improve their 

teaching, as they feel included in some of the decision-making, especially in the areas of 

curriculum change and faculty training. Such satisfaction in their jobs might produce 

positive results in student performance. Participants should continue to use resources like 

Power Point, YouTube, Blackboard, blogs, and book website to present vocabulary and 

grammar points to students. It appears to be the best method to immerse students into the 

target culture and language short of studying abroad. They should help each other more 

actively to grow their knowledge base and become comfortable with constant change. 

 This research study increases the body of knowledge about the daily experiences of 

these instructors. The findings offer great insight into instructors’ adaptation process when 

dealing with different levels of classroom technology as they travel to various rooms and 

buildings. These data should prove beneficial as other adjunct instructors, K-16 

administrators, substitute teachers, and support staffs attempt to learn more about this 

population and implement change. After all, students are the main beneficiaries of any 

improvement effort and that is why we are all in the field of education. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

 My study was achieved with one university’s academic department and 10 of its 

instructors who, at the time, taught three different languages. I recommend consideration 

for further research in the area of institutional characteristics, academic program 

characteristics, and different adjunct instructor criteria as follow: 

 Studies relating to institutional characteristics: 

1. A comparative study, comparing adjunct instructors across different four-

year colleges and universities, public and private. 

2. A comparative study, comparing adjunct instructors across different 2-

year colleges. 

Studies relating to academic program characteristics: 

1. A comparative study, comparing adjunct instructor across different 

academic departments within the same university (SWU) 

2. A comparative study, comparing adjunct instructors who work for 

academic departments who operate under different budget criteria 

Studies relating to different adjunct instructor criteria: 

1. A comparative study, comparing adjunct instructors who teach upper-

level language courses at SWU and/or other universities 

2. A comparative study, comparing adjunct instructors who are working 

full-time to those who are working part-time at SWU. 

Final Thoughts 

 This study was successfully realized thanks to the participants’ willingness to share 

their time and experiences with me. Conducting the one-on-one interviews and class 
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observation was like an out of body experience for me as I could see myself on the other 

side, as an adjunct instructor. Aside from being the researcher, I was also one of them at the 

time of the study. Many of the challenges they shared with me, I also lived through. I will 

admit it was tough for me to remain neutral, but I did my best so as to not compromise my 

findings. My dissertation advisor pushed me to do more than double the number of 

participants I expected to study, and that proved to be a great idea, as it helped discover the 

most important finding of this study. As aforementioned, this was an exploratory study to 

discover the challenges that itinerant, adjunct language instructors face daily. I can only 

hope to provide some ideas to take this research further, as it created many more questions 

about the largest faculty population in higher education. 

 The most important finding of this research study came from shedding light on the 

participants’ learning methods. While the Spanish instructors had a more self-reliance 

method, the French and German instructors had an evident team approach to learning. As a 

Spanish instructor, I was very self-reliant. Thanks to this experience and my new job as 

academic advisor, I have learned to reach out to others to learn from each other and learn 

together. I hope others read this and use it as an instrument to seek improvement. As a 

lifelong learner, a former itinerant, adjunct language instructor, and now an academic 

advisor, I intend to continue my research in this topic and the topic of self-reliance and 

teamwork to complement the body of knowledge in order to help others learn as well. 

 A direct result of this study was finding myself improving my teaching skills because 

I learned from the participants. I am very happy to have changed my dissertation topic 

from intercollegiate athletics to something closer to home. I feel like I helped some 

participants learn about themselves via self-reflection as well. The literature on adjuncts is 
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lacking compared to my previous topic. My study helped provide participants a voice they 

hope reaches others to help this population, and help assist in opening administrators’ eyes 

as to the struggles of their faculty. 
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Demographic Data Sheet 
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Demographic Data Sheet  
 

1. Gender  ________Male _______Female  
 

2. Age  _______23-27 _______28-38 _______39-49 ______50+  
 

3. Race/ethnicity 
 

a. _______ White 
b. _______ African American 
c. _______ Asian 
d. _______ Hispanic 
e. _______ Native American 

 
4. Years of experience teaching foreign languages    _______ 

 
5. What language do you teach? _____________________________ 
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Appendix B 
 

Interview Guide 
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Appendix C 
 

Spanish 1441 Syllabus 
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Appendix D 
 

Spanish 1442 Syllabus 
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Appendix E 
 

Spanish 2315 Syllabus 
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Appendix F 
 

French 1441 Syllabus 
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Appendix G 
 

French 1441-1442 Syllabus 
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Appendix H 
 

German 1441 Syllabus 
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Appendix I 
 

German 1441-1442 Syllabus 
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